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REPUBLICANS OF WILL REMOVE THE AMERICANS RUSH
screaming and there were most un
earthly yells. I saw one policeman
strike a woman in the abdomen.
worked ersi9tently, even in the face
of strong opposition, to carry out the
national platform pledge to us. New
Mexico owes her present membership
in the union of states.
POSTMASTERSARE
INVITED TO
HELP
WOMEN HIT BY
POLICEMEN'S
CLUBS
LAWRENCE SUNDAY SCHOOL
TEACHER TELLS OF CRUELTY
IN LAWRENCE, MASS.
MRS. TAFT WAS A LISTENER
WIFE OF PRESIDENT ATTENDS
INVESTIGATION HELD BY CON-
GRESSIONAL COMMITTEE
CHILDREN WERE DADLY HURT
OFFICERS DID EVERYTHING POS
SIBLE TO KEEP THEM FROM
BOARDING TRAINS
Washington, March 5 Mrs. -Wil -
liam Howard Taft, wife of the presl'
dent, was an Interested listener to
the tales of alleged oppression and
cruelty in the Lawrence textile strike
told to the house rules committee to-
day when it resumed its considera
tion of the industrial struggle in the
mill city. '
Miss Tenia Camitta, a Philadelphia
vocal student and Sunday school
tecaher, and a member of one
of the committees that sought to get
the children out of Lawrence, admit-
ted that she saw no clubbing of wo-
men and children in the station nor,
after the affray, did she see any who
had been injured.
"I did see the police clubbing wo-
men in the patrol wagon," she said.
"The wagon was crowded and the
police were thrusting the womeu
about with their clubs."
The witness . refused to advance
an opinion on how many women, were
In the wagon but said she saw more
than one woman beaten. At no time,
she said, had she observed any out- -'
rages committeed by the militiamen.
It was while Miss Camitta was testi-
fying that Mrs. Taft arrived at the
committee room. She appeared to
take great interest in the proceeding
and remained several hours.
Hefore Miss Camitta took the stand,
Representative Viotor Berger of Wis-
consin, socialist; had read into the
record a telegram from William D.
Haywood, one of the strike leaders,
that two women witnesses sought by
Mr. Berger, could not come to Wash-
ington because of injuries sustained
at the hands of the police in the re-
cent rioting. One of the women, Hay-
wood said, was in the hospital in a
critical condition while the other
was confined to her home. Miss
Camitta related how she had endeav
ored to lead the children from the
station to the train.
"For some reason the children got
out ahead of the men and instantly
the women and children were hurled
into a struggling mass by the po-
lice. I was squeezed against the wall
of the waiting room and was terribly
frightened.
"The crowd in front of me was so
dense that I could see little. I call-
ed out to the police 'Be careful of
the children you're killing them'.
Later, when I sought to accompany
them to the police station I was told
that I'd better stay away or I'd be
clubbed too."
Miss Camitta, told of detectives
visiting the homes of parents of Law-
rence children and threatening them
if they sent their children away.
"in all cases where children were
to be taken to Philadelphia," asked
Chairman Henry, "did you have the
parents' consent?"
"In every case," she said.
Simon Knebel, who was in Law-
rence on aSturday February 24, an-
other member of the committee from
Philadelphia and an organizer of the
Industrial Workers of the World, was
the next witness. Telling of what
happened ath the Lawrence depot
Knebel said:
"We grouped the children In a file
of two and started to send them out
of the depot door. Then we saw two
lines of the police. Just as we left the
door the police started their bloody
work.
"The children and their parents be-
gan to pass through this line of po-
lice. The police tore the childrtn
from their mothers. They were
CURRY BOOSTS ROOSEVELT
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5. Con-
vinced that one year hence Theo-
dore Roosevelt will be Inaugurated as
president of the United States, eGorge
Curry, member of congrtss from this
state, returned to New Mexico today
with the avowed intention to launch
ing a Roosevelt boom which he hopes
will have some favorable results for
the Rough Rider candidate for the
presidential nomination.
It Is not known how long Congress
man Curry will remain in New Mex
ico. He will probably return to Wash
ington at the earliest possible mo
ment. Mr. Curry is one of the most
enthusiastic Roosevelt supporters In
the country, and Is said to have had
a conference with the colonel before
leaving the east, during which he be
came familiar with the general plans
for the Roosevelt campaiwn as far as
known at the present time.
OFFICER KILLS NEGRO
Simon Bibo, merchant and deputy
Uheriff at Grants. Valencia county
'
3.s compelled to shoot a negro, who
wanted for box car robbery', and
who was walking from Albuquerque
to Gallup. Bibo wanted to arrest the
negro who put up a desperate fight.
Bibo shot and killed the offender. A
coroner's jury exonerated Bibo.
WOOL TRADE POOR
Boston, March 5. Trading in do
mestic wool is falling off although
values hold firm. High grades are re
corded scarce and transfers of low
cost have been In ordered lots. Con
tracting continues in the west al
though with less activity and 18 cents
the ruling price in Utah. Nearby
fleeces are in light demand with
Ohio one quarter blood holding firm
30 cents. Territory stock is dull
but some fair sales are reported in
fine and fine mediums clothing at 62
and 59 respectively.
DEMOCRATS TO MEET
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5. Follow-
ing a conference of A. H. Hudspeth,
the new democratic state committee-
man, with Governor W. C. McDonald
and A. A. Jones, national committee-
man, a meeting of the executive com-
mittee is announced for next Mon-
day when leaders will discuss party
welfare and proposed legislation with
the democratic members of the legis-
lature. Chairman Hudspeth declined
to accept the resignation of the exe-
cutive committee tendered him.
MATT BROCK WHIPPED
Cleveland, O., March 5. In a sched-
uled go here last night "
Julian, of Syracuse and Matt
Brock of Cleveland, the fight was fast
with little to choose between the two
until the sixth when Julian landed a
right swing that sent Brock through
the ropes. When shoved back into the
ring he was so groggy that the fight
was stopped and the decision given
Julian. The fighters weighed in at 124.
SUFFRAGETTES RECEIVE
STRENUOUS SENTENCES
WOMEN WHO BROKE LONDON
WINDOWS MUST PERFORM
HARD LABOR TWO MONTHS
London, March 5. Two of the suf-
fragettes who took part in last In last
night's window smashing campaign in
Victoria street in the vicnity of the
house of parliament were sentenced
by the Bow street magistrate today to
two months' Imprisonment with hard
labor.
The magistrate has 150 cases
against suffragettes still to deal with,
87 of them ; ising from the serious
riots of last Friday, when the ac-
cused caused damage amounting to
$2;.00O, and the others in connection
witl. last night's disturbance
Alice Wright, described as an Amer-
ican residing In Paris, was sentenced
today by the magistrate sitting at the
West London Police court to two
months' imprisonment at hard labor
on a charge of window smashing. All
the other women who engaged In the
raid yesterday in; the West end of
London received similar sentences.
The addition ot hard labor to the
term of imprisonment Is a departure
on the part of the magistrates and
has caused dismay among the
CAPITAL OF
CHINA
PRESIDENT SUN WluL TAKE OF
FICIALS AND GO TO ANCIENT
CITY OF PEKING.
TO PUT DOWN INSURRECTION
IT IS THOUGHT PRESENCE OF
SEAT OF GOVERNMENT WILL
END ALL TROUBLE.
TROOPS jGATHER ATTIENTSIN
RESIDENTS OF THAT TOWN BE
LIEVE A NATIVE ARMY IS
MARCHING AGAINST IT.
Nanking, China, Marcn 5. In an ef
fort to restore order and inaugurate
a stable government as soon as pos-
sible, it is understood that Dr. Sun
Yat Sen and his advisers have de-
cided to go to Peking and make that
city, fof the present at least, the cap-
ital of the new republic, TblB step
is regarded as advisable on account
of the mutinous spirit evinced by the
troops in the vicinity of the city of
Peking and the general unrest.
The plans provide for the removal
of the entire machinery of ihc repub-
lic. Dr. Sun Yat Se, the acting pres-
ident, and Li Yuan Hong, the vice
president, will be accompanied by all
the members of the cabinet and by
the assembly. The officials will be
guarded by 2,000 veteran troops and
a picked bodyguard of ninety men. It
iB believed here that the removal of
the seat of government to Peking will
of itself restore order there.
Guards No Longer Needed
Tien Tsin, March 5. Two United
States gunboats have been ordered 10
proceed to Taku, at the mouth of the
Pel Ho, thirty miles to the southeast
Of this city. Three battalions of Jap-
anese troops are expected to arrive
tonight to reinforce the international
garrison, t
The German troops which have been
n (it i Ac ct nrntnt lira IVirnn o lYn rr Vi n
railroad between Pei Tang and Tang
Sim, on the line from Tien Tsin to
Chin VVang Tao, have been withdrawn
to Tien Tsin, as .t is considered by
the foreign commandants that larger
forces than are at present available
here are required. As the Pei Ho is
now open to traffic, railroad guards
betyeen Tien Esin and Shan Hal
Kwan on the Manchurian border are
no longer essential for the preserva-
tion of communication between Pek-
ing and the sea.
Reports persist In Cninese circles
that a body of native troops is ad-
vancing on Tien Tsin, but no confir-
mation of the rui.or has been ob-
tained. The city generally is quiet,
but decapitations take place daily.
Many of the shops have put up stns
reading, ' Already looted. New empty."
One Thousand People Killed
Wei Hal Wei, China, March 5. It
is estimated that 1,000 people were
killed in the course of the recent
fighting between the republicans and
the villagers outside the British con-
cessions here. The republican troops
are now in complete control of the
situation.
Unspeakable Cruelties
Hong Kong, March 5 Serious un-
rest continues in the provinces bf
Kwang Tung and Kwang Si, where
many discharged soldiers have taken
to murdering' and' looting. The hills
along the West river frfcve been forti-
fied as a protection against the ma-
rauding bands. Responsible Chinese
assert that terrible scenes are being
enacted dally In Canton and its vicin-
ity. These persons declare that If
the state of affairs was known abroad,
the foreign powers would Interfere
and put a stop to the slaughter aiui
looting. One leading Chinese, who re
fuse! to comply-wit- the demands of
desperadoes, found that in his absence
all his family had been murdered ex-
cept one boy.
Shameen, where the foreign settle-
ment of Canton is located, is protect-
ed by a barricade of sandbags, which
(Continued on Page .Four).
OUT OF BLOODY
MEXICO
THE PROCLAMATION OF PRESl
DENT TAFT HAS CAUSED
WIDESPREAD ALARM
A PRIEST KEPT HIS WORD
THOUGH RESCUED FROM THE
REBELS REV. FATHER PINTO
SENDS $100 CHECK
WAR COLLEGE CALLED UPON
MILITARY INSTITUTION WILL RE
LEASE ITS STUDENTS TO
HELP MADERO REGIME
El Paso, ex., March 5. A train with
a large number of Americans aboard
left Chihuahua this morning, accord-
ing to Mexican Central officials. They
are due here tonight. The rebels are
reported in peaceful possession of
Chihuahua, making ready for an ad-
vance on the City of Mexico.
If reports brought into this city are
correct hundreds of Americans and
other residents in Mexico will flock
here within the course of the week.
They have placed the most serious
construction on President Taft's warn-
ing and are getting out of the coun
try, which seems to them doomed to
anarchy.
The 150 Americans, mostly women
and children, who spent the night at
Pearson, left Madera, where they had
resided, with precipitation. It was
the noon meal hour and in order to
catch the train the meals were a band
oned when the president's proclama-
tion was read.
When the Heft Faiher C. M. Pinto
an American citizen, was held up in
his mission church at Juarez Sunday
and before he was rescued by Mayor
Kelly of El Paso, lie promised, under
duress, to send a check for $100 for
General Rojas, The check was mailed
as the priest insisted on keeping his
word, but not before the check had
been photographed and copy of the
picture sent to Washington.
Resistance for Orozco
Mexico City, Mex., March B, As In
the last days of the presidency of
Porfirio Diaz the military school at
Tialpan, a suburb of the capital, is
to be called upon to release its third
and fourth year students for service
at the front. It is expected that a
hundred of them wil be given their
commissions and be sent north imme-
diately.
General Pascual Orozco is to be
met with a stubborn resistance on
his march toward the south
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Washington March Senate:
Met at noon.
After routine business, took up Brit-
ish and French arbitration treaties
for final action before adjournment
for the "legislative day" which may
continue over several "calendar days."
Senator Poindexter unsuccessfully
sought the consideration of his Law-
rence strike Investigation resolution.
Steel tariff revision bill hearing re-
sumed b' finance committee with
clock ar. electric machinery manu-
facturers protesting against reduction.
House: Met at noon.
Mrs. Taft attended Lawrence strike
hearing and listened to tales of cruel-
ty told to rules committee.
Former 'Indian Commissioner
Leupp'a methods Considered at
White Earth allotment Investigation
resumed before interior department
expenditures committee
Wars, and means committee favor- -
ably
f
-
sugar tariff revision
bills. &, 1 providing income tax
will be rept,. later.
Considered agricwftural appropia- -
tion bill.
Unanimously passed resolution for
investigation of alleged shipping trust
by merchant marine committee.
SAN MIGUEL
FOR TAFT
COUNTY CONVENTION PASSES
RESOLUTION ENDORSING THE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
THIRTY DELEGATES SELECTED
SPLENDID MEN CHOSEN TO REP-
RESENT COUNTY AT THE
' STATE CONVENTION
MILLS AND ROMERO PRAISED
FORMER GOVERNOR AND COUNTY
CHAIRMAN ARE GIVEN DE-(J- ,
SERVED APPRECIATION
Praise of President William H.
Taift and his successful administration
and commendation of the policy of
the democratic lower house of con-
gress, which was described as lead-
ing toward free trade and the aboli-
tion of all duty upon the products of
two of New Mexico's principal indus-
tries, wool and lead, were ineorpor
ated in the resolutions adopted late
yesterday afternoon by the republican
convention of San Miguel county at
the close of an all day session in the
court house. The administration or
William J. Mills as the last terri-
torial governor of New Mexico was
endorsed and the former governor
was congratulated by the convention.
Secundino Romero, chairman of the
county central committee, was re-
commended to President Taft for im-
mediate nomination and confirmation
as United States marshal for New
Mexico. The delegation was Instruct-
ed to vote as a unit on all questions
brought before the state convention
'
at Santa Pe next Friday The San
Miguel county delegates undoubtedly
will cast their votes for delegates to
the national convention who will vote
for the renomination of President
Taft.
It was late in the afternoon when
permanent organization was effected
and the reports of the various com
mittees began coming in. The report
of the committee on rules recommend-
ed that a committee of seven be ap-
pointed to present to the convention
the names of 30 men whom it would
suggest as delegates to the state
convention. This committee was ap-
pointed by Chairman Roman Gallegos
as follows: Secundino Romero, Dr.
J. M. Cunningham, Fidel Ortiz, A. A.
Jallegos, Luis E. Armijo, Apolonlo A.
Sena and Manuel D. A. Pino.
The committee reported the follow-
ing names, which were unanimously
accepted by the convention:
William J. Mills, Eugenio Romero,
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, Secundino Ro-
mero, Roman Gallegos, Fidel Ortiz,
Apolonlo A. Sena, M. M. Padgett, o
Martinez, O. A. Larrazolo, Pres-cilian- o
Sandoval, Herbert W. Clark,
Manuel D. A. Pino, Antonio A. Galle-
gos, Charles A. Spiess, M. C. de
Baca, Lorenzo Delgado, Manuel A.
Sanchez, Harry W. Kelly, Luis E. Ar-
mijo, Nepomuceno Segura, R. E.
Twltchell, Cleofes Romero, Charles
W. G. Ward, Toribio Martinez, Fran-
cisco Quintana, Martin Varela, David
J. Leahy, E. J. MoWenie and Jose Lo-vat-
The resolutions adopted by the con
ventkm are as follows:
We, the republicans of San Miguel
oonvention assembled, do
hereby declare ahew our allegiance
to the principles of the republican
party of the nation as expressed in
Its platform adopted at the Chicago
convention in 1908, and we again en-
dorse the platform adopted by the flrt
oonvention of Newo u( j r
Mexico and urge the first state legis
lature to enact its recommendations
Into law.
We heartily endorse the administra-
tion of President William Howard
Taft. In our judgment he has made
an able and upright chief executive
and has obtained the passage of
much progressive and beneficial leg-
islation. He has our highest admira-
tion because of the fact that he be-
lieves in the binding force of plat-
form pledges. To this fact, and to
the farther fact that President Taft
It is with disquiet that we look
upon the proceedings in the lower
house of the national congress. The
attempts that are there being made to
reform the tariff are tending surely
toward absolute free trade and the
abolition of all duty on the products
of two of the greatest industries in
New Mexico wool and lead. We
condemn the democratic party for its
policy in that regard, and in con
trast, we call attention to the well ee
tablished and salutary policy of the
repilbfican iarty in protecting fully
the wool growers of the United States.
We heartily commend President Taft
for vetoing Schedule K of the demo- -
xatic tariff bill passed at the special
session of congress.
We congratulate the people of San
Miguel county on having elected to
serve them the able and conscientious
corps of county officials that are now
in office, and we fearlessly predict
that the administration every one of
them will reflect great credit upon'
the judgment of the electors of this
county
We take this opportunity to express
the fullest confidence in the chair
man of the republican central com
mlttee of this county the Hon. Se
cundino Romero, We endorse him for
the iK)sition of United States marshal
for this state and urge his immediate
nomination and confirmation as a fil
ing reward for his untiring and eff
cient services for the republican par
ty.
We endorse the administration of
the Honorable William J. Mills as
governor of the territory of New Mex-
ico. His administrative acts as the
last chief executive of the territory
reflect great credit upon the presi-
dent who appointed him, Governor
Mills himself and the people of his
home county of San Miguel.
We direct the 30 delegates chosen
from this county to vote as a unit on
all rttipgtidris qoming before the state
convention and that a majority of
them shall cast the vote of the entire
delegartion.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM J. MILLS.
Chairman.
CHARLES W. G. WARD,
Secretary.
The clause relating to Governor
Mills was not included in the resolu--
tions at the first reading. Being chair- -
man of the committee that drew up
the document the former governor did
not allow his name to be mentioned.
When the resolutions were read to
the convention the omission was d
and it was moved immediately
that the committee be instructed to
retire to Its room and prepare a
clause endorsing Governor Mills. This
motion carried and the committee
wrote the clause as adopted with the
rest of the resolution. This spon-
taneous tribute to Governor Mills was
much appreciated by him.
San Miguel county will have the
largest representation in the state
convention, which will be held in San-
ta Fe Friday of this week. Its con-
vention selected an admirable delega-
tion that is sure to take a leading
part in the deliberations and actions
of the state gathering of the Grand
Old Party.
BRUTAL CRIME IS
BROUGHT TO LIGHT
MAN AND WIFE AND YOUNG GIRL
WERE DRUGGED AND THEN
BURNED TO DEATH
Nowata, Okla., March 5. Harvey
Hurst, his wife and Elsie Adams, who
on the night of February 3, were
found dead in the burning ruins of
their home, were drugged, then cov-er- e
with oil and burned, according to
the testimony of Edwin De Barr, state
chemist, at the prilimlnary trial of
L, C. Harkins.
Haridns, the sweetheart of Elsie
Adams, is charged with the murder.
A storekeeper testified that Harkins
and Miss Adams bought candy the
night the deaths occurred. The state
contends that the morphine and - sn-
ide said to have been found m the
viscera of the three victims, was ad-
ministered by means of the candy.
ROOSEVELT CHARGES THAT TAFT
18 THREATENING FEDEDAL
OFFICE HOLDERS
A CIRCULAR LETTER ISSUED
ADMINISTRATION ACCUSED BY
COLONEL OF BUILDING UP
PATRONAGE.
TEDDY MAKETA STATEMENT
FIRST CAMPAIGN DOCUMENT OF
HIS BOOSTING BUREAU IS
MADE PUBLIC.
Washington, March 5 The national
Roosevelt headquarters today gave out
a statement which said:
"Further evidence of the manner in
which the administration campaign
managers are conducting the fight for
delegates has come to light In the
form of a circular letter which is be-
ing sent to the postmasters and other
federal employes throughout the
northwest. That a similar form ot
letter is being sent out through the
south already has been stated, hut
its exact terms have not as yet come
to light.
"The letters received by the federal
employes in the northwest are very
delicately worded such a letter as
only the pen ot the diplomatic Mr.
McKinley could well turn out, and
abound with veiled threats and plas-
tic praise. Boundless enthusiasm is
expressed and It is declared without
hesitation that the sentiment in favor
ot the nomination of President Taft
is rapidly growing, flints are then
thrown out the amistance ofiiil good
office holders is needed, ivfr. McKin
ley evidently forgetting the optimism
expressed In the preceding paragraph.
"Already several hundred of these
letters have been sent out, it is stated,
and more, said to contain a more per-
sonal tone, are in course of prepara-
tion for sending to job holders who
have displayed reluctance to rally to
the support of the administration. In
these latter epistles, it is stated, the
hints as to what will be the portion
of federal servants who fall to faith
fully serve the interests of President
Taft are made more yiam."
With the statement, the Roosevelt
headquarters gave out a copy of the
Taft circular letter, addressed m
blank. After expressing optimism as
to the outlook for Mr. Taft, and the
opening of the nat?aaal Taft bureau.
the letter concludes--.
It will be the aim of this budeau
to conduct a dignified and energetic
campaign In keeping with the presi-
dent's high conception of American
statesmanship. I w"ould, therefore,
thank you to render such assistaace
as you can, consistent with your
luties, and vaould early
reply, giving me such intimation as
in your judgment will facilitate the
work of the foureau. Very truly yours.
"WILLIAM B. M' KIN LEY,
Director."
Roosevelt States Position
New Yor'to, March 5. To Clear up
conflicting statements as to what he
had said in the past regarding the
presidential nomination Theodore
Roosevelt today made public a letter
which he wrote last January to
Frank A. Munsey, the publisher. Mr.
Roosevelt's object in giving out the
communication, he said, was to re-
fute the charges that he was break-
ing a promise in agreeing to accept
the nomination if It were offered to
him. He called particular attention
to a passage in the letter in which,
while stating that he would not be a
candidate, he declared that he would
not go on record as being unwilling
to accept the nomination.
"To every man I talked to," said
Mr. Roosevelt, "I made in substance
that same statement and I made ft
in hundreds of letters."
The portion of 'he Munsey letter to
which he called particular attention
follows:
"What I have said to you, and am
about to say to vou, I have for In--
(f'ontlnued oa Page Eight)
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The Store Thai Sells Wooltcx Styles
OLD BOOK STILL
"
IS IN GREAT
culture show that in 1311 Canada's
field crops occupied a total area ot
32,853,000 acres, and their value, cal-
culated at the average local market
prices, amounted to $565,712,100. Less
than one-thir- d of this total field crop
acreage was sown to wheat, two-third- s
of Canada's yield being com- -
...... . . .1 ,,f note rv Knrlov ft iv m..
RAILROAD LABOR COMBINING
Kansas City, ..io., Mar. 5. Delegates
representing the shop trades on every i
western railroad are to holu a confer-
ence here this week with a number of
prominent labor leaders and repre- - j
sentatives of the various other branch- - j
es of organized railroad labor, to per--j
feet the details of a gigantic combina-- 1
WOMAN'S MOST
SUCCESSFUL
MEDICINE
Known All Over The World
Known Only For The
Good It Has Done.
DEMAND
The Woman Hard
To Please
'JTHE best customers we hare
are the most fastidious
women we know,
It is because they are fastidious that
we please them. We have the styles
that style-knowin- g women can ap-
preciate.
For example the the Wooltex coats
and suits.
These famous garments are designed
for tasteful, careful, stylish women who
abhor the conspicuous as much as they
dislike the commonplace.
Paris Produces no Better
Styles-Americ- a Shows no
Equal in Workmanship.
1
Wooltex materials are all pure wool
and because of this and because of theCopyngh.
1912 Th H BUtk Co
(VULen at V. outlet UnneM
No. 31 The one sided effect to prominent wonderfully good tailoring, Wooltex
io the atylei for the coming season characterize
this jaunty yet refined suit. In Hebrides mix- garments are guaranteed to hold their
ures, hairline stripes and the many other ef-
fective spring suitings this costume will please shape and give satisfactory service
the most fastidious. And it's so reasonable in
price, tod only $30.00 through two full seasons.
Call in and see them!
E. ROSENWALD & SON
The Store That Sells Wooltex Styles
WEBSTER'S
NEW
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dic-
tionary in many years.Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowl-
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
smsrle book.
The Only Dictionary with the
ew Divided Paste.
400,000 Words. 2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.
Write for sample
pages, full par
ticulars, etc.
Name this
VVwBl paper and
we will
end free
a set of
Pocket
Maps
I
"NjjjiTc. Herri t Co.
NOTICE OF SUIT
State of New Mexico
In the District Court.
State of New Mexico, Plaintiff,
vs. No. 7384.
R. L. Brown and Thomas Carson, and
the land, real estate and property
described In the complaint. De-
fendants.
You, the above named defendants,
are hereby notified that a suit has
been commenced against you in the
district court for the Fourth Judicial
District sitting within and for the
County of San Miguel, In the State
of New Mexico, by the above named
plaintiff, the State of New Mexico,
the object of the said suit being to
collect the sum of One Hundred and
Twenty-eigh- t ($12800) Dollars with
costs and penalties, together with the
costs of this action, the said taxed
having been duly assessed in your
names for the year 1910 against the
following described property: Lot
and improvements on the northeast
corner of the Plaza, In the Town of
Las Vegas, In Precinct No. 5, San
Miguel County, New Mexico, and for
the forseclosure of the Hen of the
State of New Mexico. Unless you
appear or cause your appearance to
be entered In the said action before
the 20th day of April, A. D. 1912, judg-
ment will be taken against you and
against the said property by default
and the said property will be sold to
satisfy the lien of the Stale of New
Mexico for all of the said taxes, costs
and penalties.
Plaintiff's attorney is Charles W. O.
Ward, district attorney, whose post-offic-
and business address is Las
Vegas, Mew Mexico.
(Seal) LORENZO DELGADO.
Clerk, Distri t Court.
SALE OF TIMBER. Albuquerque,
N. M., February 21, 1912. Sealed bids
marked outside "Timber Sale, Gen-
eral Notice, Pecos, February 20, 1912"
and addressed to the District Forest-;r- ,
Albuquerque, Now Mexico will be
received up to and including 29th day
of March, 1912 for all the merchant-
able dry tie post timber standing or
down marked fop cutting by a Forest
officer located on an area to be defin-
itely designated by a Forest officerbefore cutting begins in that part SV
of T. 16 N., R. 11 E. and of the S
of T. 16 N., R. 12 E. that is included
within the Forest and all of sections
19, 20, 29 and 30 within T. 16 N., R.
13 E. and all of T. 15 N., R. 11 E., T.
14 N. Rs. 11 and 12 E., that are in-
cluded within the Forest, estimated to
be 50,000 dry cedar posts, more or
lass. No bid of less than $.03 per
post will be conslderd and a deposit
of $50.00 payable to the order of the
First National Bank of Albuquerque.New Mexico must be sent to that
bank for each bid submit"! to the
District Forester. Timber upon valid
claims Is exempt from sale. The
right to reject any and all bids is re-
served. For further Information and
regulations governing sales address
Forest Supervisor, Pecos National
Forest, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Ar
thur C. Ringland, District Forester.
GOOD SHOW COMING
Messers Duncan and Browne, man-
agers of the Duncan opera house, have
completed arrangements for the pro-
duction here on March 27 of "Madame
Sherry." This pretty comic opera is
sure to draw a large audience, as It Is
filled with catchy music and Is staged
by a good cast. Play going folk will
receive the announcement of Its com
ing with genuine pleasure.
THERE'S NO EXCU8E
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable Investment you can
enjoy yonr steeping hours as well af--
millionaire. We are selling tht
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles in the
bright and satin finish, fine mat
tresses, springs and pillows. J
'
. ri jij i n rcrops, euc. ouaun u u pruuuco
851,000 bushels ot wheat, valued at
$138,567,000 in 1911. But Canada i
oats in 1911 were worth $126,512,000;
barley $23,004,000; flax $19,467,000;
and the combined area under rye,
peas, buckwheat, mixed grains and
flax yielded 44,986,000 bushels, valued
at $41,560,000. Hoed and cultivated
crops comprising beans, corn for
husking, potatoes, turnips and other
roots, axcept sugar heels, yielded
$73,290,000 to the Canadian farmer;
sugar beets alone brought him anoth-
er $1,165,000;' fodder crops including
fodder corn, hay, clover and alfalfa
showed an acreage of '8,290,000, and
were worth $161,314,000. This doesn't
sound like an country, does
it? And it takes into no account tne
value of cattle, dairy products, poul-
try, horses, sheep, swine, etc., which
amounts to hundreds of millions, the
Canadian home trade for cream alone
being approximated by the recent
Canadian Dairymen's convention at
eight million dollars, and the great
ranches of western Canada exporting
beef to the United States and Great
Britain in immense quantities."
Loan Sharks Brought to Bay
Ixjan sharks of Chicago have been
brought to bay by the systematic fight
fight against them of the Chicago
ffiihune, which has enlisted a score
of lawyers to defend victims or ex-
tortion. So much headway has been
made in compelling the loan offices
to accept their principal with 7 pei
cent interest, instead of 12 per cent
a month and sometimes, with special
payments and other assessments
that an organization which includes
CO of the loan sharks has begun tc
show signs of relenting. Many of the
men whose money is invested in the
loan offices and whose incomes are
from usurious loans, have been ex-
posed to their acquaintances, some of
them being socially prominent and
respected in the belief that their busi-
ness is other than that of ruthless
money grabbing from the needy. Sev-
eral are active church workers in
their communities, the last one to be
exposed being not only a church
member, but interested in a certain
way in philanthropic enterprises.
FOR DYSPEPSIA
You Risk no Money if You Try This
Remedy
We want everyone troubled with
incilgestion and dysiepsia to come to
our store and obtain u box of Rexall
Dyspesia Tablets. They contain Bis:
muth-Subnitra- and Pepsin carefullv
combined so as to develop their great-
est power to overcome digestive dis
turbance.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are very
pleasant to take. They tend to soothe
the irritable, weak stomach, to
strengthen and invigorate the diges-
tive organs, to relieve nausea and
Indigestion, thus promoting nutrition
and bringing about a feeling of com
fort.
If you give Rexall Dyspepsia Tab-
lets a reasonable trial we will return
your money if you are not satisfied
with the result. Three sizes, 25 cents.
50 cents and $1.00. Remember, you
can obtain Rexall Remedies only at
our store The Rexall Store. E. G.
Murphey.
LITTLE THEATER TO OPEN
New York, Marcn 5. The Little the-
ater, the playhouse which Wlnthrop
Ames, former director of the New
theater, has built in West Forty-fourt- h
street for the presentation of Intimate
drama, 1b completed and it is expected
to give the opening performance some
time his week. The first play to be
acted is "The Pigeon," a satirical com-
edy by John Galsworthy.
and other ilk, due to an inactive condi-
tion of the Liver, Stomach and Bowels,
may be obtained most pleasantly and
most promptly by using Syrup of Figs
and Elixir el Senna. It is not a mm
and untried remedy, but is used by
millions of families through-
out the world to cleanse and sweeten
and strengthen the system whenever a
laxative remedy is needed.
When buying note the fuD name
of the Company California Fig Syrup
Co., printed on every package of the
genuine.
Rcgular price 50 per boL one sin only.
For sale by all leading druggists.
tion or confederation of all the me-- 1
i
chanical trades on the railroads west
of the Mississippi river. A great deal
ot preparatory work has ueen done
already, but there is still much to be
done before this plan
can be brought to full maturity.
In a general way the complete plans
contemplate the formation of a terri-
torial organization of railroad em-
ployes that will include every railroad
operating west of the Mississippi
river. Before this urtimate result can
ha aphiovori it will ho nprpunnrv in
perfect a system of federations of
the various organized crafts of every
one of the western railroads.
Heretofore the mechanical trades
of the various railroads were not fed-
erated with the other trades of their
respective lines and in case of a strike
they had no support from the other
trades. The railroad companies, hav
ing an understanding among them-
selves, helped each other and the
strikers were invariably defeated.
Realizing that their weakness was due
to the lack of a thorough understand-
ing between the raiiroau employes, a
movement was started to bring the
various trades into closer touch and
to form not only federations of the
mechanical trades or all western rail-
roads, but also system federations, in-
cluding combinations on every rail-
road between the mechanical and the
traffic trades of that railroad, in
other words a federation of the shop-
men with the engineers, firemen, con-
ductors and brakemen of each system.
After these plans have been carried
to full completion, the labor leaders
believe, the mechanical trades will
be In a position to bring sufficient
pressure to bear upon the railroads to
obtain from them the granting of
their wage demands hitherto refused.
Demands will be made on ail railroads
in the same territory at the same
time, so that all those railroads will
he involved at the same time, should
a strike be called. n,ven u the rail-
roads should be inclined to resist the
demands of the snopmen, they will,
it is believed, be compelled to yield,
if the shopmen are fully supported
by the brotherhood organizations of
the other branches of work on the
same railroad system.
NOTICE Ol SALE
State of New Mexico
In the District Court.
County of San Miguel.
Charles Ilfeld Company,
Plaintiff,
vs. No.7366.
l.onis Stern, Defendant
Notice Is hereby given that by vir-
tue of an execution, issued out of and
under the seal of the above named
court upon a judgment rendered and
docketed in said court cu the 6th day
of February, A. D. 1912, in an ctlon
wherein the above named Charles Il-
feld company was plaintiff and the
pbove named Louis Stern was defend-
ant. In favor of the said plaintiff and
against the said defendant for the
sum of Nineteen Hundred Seventy-fiv- e
and 0 ($1975.22) Dollars, which
execution was directed and delivered
to me, the undersigned, as sheriff in
and for the said county of San Mi-
guel, I have levied upon the stock of
merchandise of the said defendant
Louis Stern, with which he was con-
ducting business on National street,
In the City of Las Vegas, in said
county and state, the object of said
suit being the enforcement of an ac.
count stated between the said plaintiff
and defendant, I, the undersigned,
sheriff as aforesaid, will sell the
above described personal property
consisting of groceries, drugs, dry
gods, hats, shoes, clothing, notions,
horse and wagon, feed and accounts
owing said defendant, to the highest
bidder, for cash, at public auction at
the Hllario Romero building, situated
on the northeast corner of the Plaza
In the Town of Las Vegas, In the
County of San Miguel and State of
New Mexico, on the Sixth day of
April, A. D. 1912, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon of said day to satisfy the
sad execution, together with the
costs of this sale. That the amount
to be satisfied Is the principal of said
judgment and costs, amounting to
Nineteen Hundred Eighty-si- x and
0 Dollars, together with the sum
of Nineteen and 0 Dollars being
the intertst on the said principal
sum of said judgment to the said 6th
day of April, the date of said sale.
Dated Las Vegas, New Mexico.
February 13th, 1912.
ROMAN GALLEOOS,
Sheriff of San Miguel Countv.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quintn
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S r'
"PROTECTION AND FREE TRADE--
BY HENRY GEORGE TO BE
WIDELY CIRCULATED
Chicago, March 5. A fund to pay
for a million copies of Henry George's
"Protection or ree Trade" the book
which was credited with electing
Grover Cleveland 20 years ago, was
started at a conference in Chicago
recently at which it was declared that
the tariff problems of today will be
the main issues this year in the pres
idential contest. How more than a
million copies of the George book were
circulated during the Cleveland-Ha- r
rison campaign was related by Henry
George, Jr.: "Six members of the
house divided the book among them
and each, under the 'leave to prln'
privilege, introduced a section into
the 'Record' as part of his remarks
during a debate on wool. These
members were Hon. Tom I... Johnson,
of Ohio: Hon. William J. Stone, of
Kentucky; Hon. Joseph E. Washing
ton, of Tennessee; Hon. George W
FItliian, of Illinois; Hon. Thomas
Bow iv an, of Iowa and Hon. Jerry
Slmp'-on- , of Kansas By an old rule
whatever appears in the 'Record' is
nrivilesred to be sent through the
mails free under a congressional
frank. Protection or Free Trade' had
there' ore become frankable. Funds
were raised by popular subscription
to meet the expense of printing. Tom
Johnson and many others believed
that the most telling agency in that
result was the circulation of that
Record.' " The Fels Fund commission
of Cincinnati will at onoe undertake
a tariff educational campaign with a
new edition of the book at 2 cents
a copy to cover the bare cost of print-
ing and handling. Riach book will be
enclosed in sealed, franked envelope.
Only two other economic works have
ever surpassed it in actual copies
printed Adam Smith's "Wealth of
Nations" and Henry George's "Prog-
ress and Poverty."
Peaches in March
Peaches In March no longer are the
impossibility of tradition, for they
are on the menu cards at. hotels de
'iixe in Chicago but at 50 cents each,
some i
.iferprislng peach grower in
South Afiir-- has found a variety
which will stand shipment so far and
has opened up a new market. On
the same menu are English hothouse
grapes at $7.75 per bunch and a spe-
cial variety of the great American
apple, which is put into steward's
French as "Dellcioslo" although it is
the Stark Delicious of commerce,
served uncooked, at 20 cents each
;md sometimes more. There also are
1 ibasco bananas, the finest in the
world in size and flavor and apricots
from Africa at a price which reflects
theMime, trouble and expense involv-
ed in getting them. The peaches in
California are but now in bud and
those of Georgia will not bloom for
months so that the stewards are as
proud of their menu item of South
African peaches as they are of the
Cape of Good Hope apricots just be
low it among the fruit delicacies, which
now include strawberries and cream
at $1.75. Nowadays, on the verge of
the "fruitless" days, a fine discrimina-
tion about fruit is only more Impor-
tant to the steward of a big hotel
than he privilege to list bottled milk
from t1v daif- - lit ;'tn ot a millionaire
Health is the foundation of all good
looks. The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the pe-
riod of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother'a
Friend, a remedy that has been bo ions
in use, and accomplished so much
good, that It is in no sense an experi-
ment, but a preparation which always
produces the best results. It is for
external application and bo penetrating
in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon in-
volved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tender-
ness and soreness, and perfectly pre-
pares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and its use will prove a com-
fort and benefit
to any woman in LllfiitQLneed of such a !!V X
remedy. Mother's L$LMjQtjUFriend is sold at CJwWawV
drug stores. Write for free book foi
expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable information.
BJA.DF1ELD REGULATOR CO., AtUata, Ga.
We know of no other medicine which
has been so successful in relieving the
suffering of women, or received so many
genuine testimonials, as has Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
In nearly every community you will
find women who have been restored to
health by this famous medicine. Almost
every woman you meet knows of the
great good it has been doing among
Buffering women for the past 30 years.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn,
Mass., are files containing hundreds of
thousands of letters from women seek-
ing health, in which many openly state
over their own signatures that they have
regained their health by taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
many of whom state that it has saved
them from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound is made from roots and herbs,
and is perfectly harmless.
The reason why it is so successful is
because it contains ingredients which act
directly upon the female organism, re-
storing it to healthy and normal activity.
Women who are
suffering from those
distressing ills pecu-
liar to their sex
should not lose sight
of these facts or
doubt the ability of
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
to restore theirhealth.
packer or squab or frogs' legs from
the farm of some other magnate
whose recreation is a farm even if
the milk costs more than champagne
and the squabs cost more than quajl.
The hotels vie with one anotber for
products from these estates because
patrons take a keen interest in th3
names attached on the menu cards.
Auto Fire Engines
The first automobile fire engine In
Chicago proved more of an attraction
than a presidential candidate, for it
involved the fear that the spectaculor
dash to a fire would soon be relegat-
ed to the things of yetserday. Whe--
the engine first rolled up to the city
hall, making a terrible roaring, the
crowd that gathered packed the side-
walks. It made so much noise the
management of a theater were alarm-
ed the audience might believe the
house on fire. The wheel spokes lire
three inches thick and the crank shall
weigh 183 pounds. It has a speed
of 35 miles an hour. It is the first
automobile engine built complete ic
the United States, and on this poi:it
Chicago claims the lead, although
there are six other fire fighting autos
in the country.
Bird Immigrants
A thousand bird immigrants which
arrived in Chicago from Europe, Asia
and Africa for the game preserves
nearby, at Oak Park, of Wallace
Evans promise some novelties in 'he
replacement of the native game birds,
a subject to whic h Mr. Evans has giv-
en years ot study. The first ones to
land were four Australian black swans
which were hoisted out of their crates
by their necks. They headed for the
pond but contrary to American cus
torn the first one started to drink up
his bath water. The Nile geese stav
gered as they left the crate. They
had not been taking regular exorcise
for some time. Something had hap-lene- d
to their propellers, too. Among
the spiecea brought over were spur
winged geese, African wild geese from
Lake Tehad, teal from Lake Baikal
t'ormosan teat, wild wood pigeons
trom Enlgand, shell drakes from Hoi
land, Hungarian partridge, American
wood ducks raised in Europe, and
ua.ay Amherst pheasants from the
barren and hilly parts of Thibet. Mr.
Evans has thousands of pheasants on
his preserve, the largest number in
captivity anywhere.
Immigration to Canada
Comparisons made officially be-
tween the number of settlers from the
United States who crossed to west-
ern Canada and those who returned
have been made by Herbert Vendar-boof-,
of Chicago, editor of "Canada
Monthly,' as follows: To Canada, 1
year to April 1, 1911, 121,451; to Can-
ada, 10 months to February 1, 1912,
111,706; returned, 1 year to August 15,
2G6; returned, 6 months to February
15, 216. "Now 216 returning settlers
in six months is very far from 'thou-
sands,' " Mr. Vanderhoof says in veri-
fication of his statements that false
reports have been circulated, "and
when it is compared with the great
inrush of American ers seeking
homes in the fertile lam's of the prai-
rie provinces it is a ridiculously
small percentage. The official figures
given out by the department of agri
WHAT IS THE REASON
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
dairy is constantly gaining new cus-
tomers and Is holding Its old patrons?
Because it furnishes the best, purest
and richest milk. The milk is abso-
lutely free from contamination. It la
handled in sterilized rooms by scien-
tific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
a while and you will never change.
Pr ANTS, PENNANTS
Bail' jurio store has just received
a new tock of High School and Nor-
mal pennants. It 1 showing also
some pretty novelties In girls' hats
for High School lasies. Pennants and
pillows of all the big colleges ar
awaiting your Inspection.
LENGTHEN YOUR LIFE
By sending your washing to the Las
Vegas Steam Laundry. We have one
of the best establishments In the
southwest Our machinery is new.
Our plant is modern and sanitary.
Our service Is careful and prompt and
our oldest customers are our most
loyal ones. Handy location on Doug-
las avenue. The wagon will call.
You can say goodbye to constipa-
tion with a clear conscience If you
use Chamberlain's Tablets. Many
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all druggists.
SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
Very much talked but very little in
evidence except in case of high prices.
Yet In spite of the fact we have suc-
ceeded in getting an excellent line of
all leather shoes for boys that is
great in value for a little money.
Prices 9 to 13, $1.00; 13 to 2, $1.25;
2 to 5, $1.50. For misses and chil.dren at same prices.
HEDGCOOK'8.
A COLOSSAL BLANKET SALE
Just in time to meet your demands
from cheap cotton blankets to all
wool blankets, regular $3.50, $3.0.)
and $2.50 values at $1.95. How long
can they laat? Certainly not, after
these are gone. A snap in men's un-
derwear $1.25, $1.00 and 75c at 50c.
Where? Why, at the 5, 10 and 25
Cent Store.
SUPPLIES A HOME NEED
Our famous brand of Sherwood Rye
whiskey, properly aged and carefully
kept, fllle the exact demand of the one
who wishes a supply in the family
sideboard. Your telephone order will
be filled promptly and satisfaction
guaranteed. A full line of finest Cali-
fornia wines are also directed to your
attention. The Opera Bar, Charles T.
Farley, proprietor. Telephone Main
110.
I Ul I llll IflAtit Ml H3SZEE&
loo
-- TO-
EL PASO
AND RETURN
ACCOUNT PANHANDLE STOCKMEN'S CONVENTION
Tickets on Sale March 3, 4 & 5th.
GOOD FOR RETURN UNTIL MARCH 11th.
rtl n . r..Tr..r.n . .9 U IU. L. DAItnCLUn, MjKill.
nature Is on aou box. 25c. .lohnsen & .Son
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 1912. THREE
BACHELORS PAID A PENALTY IN NEW YORK CITY
You will find Hotel Cumberland, at"Our Personal
to all
K, D.
Guarantee
Skin Sufferers"
G0O0ALL LAS VEGAS N. M.
AT THE
SWING
By Martha NcCaOech-WUtaaa- a
CALENDAR OF SP0RT8
FOR THE WEEK
Tuesday
Opening of hone show at Oaklawn
park Hot Springs, Ark.
Clarence English vs. "Wildcat" Fer-
ris, 15 rounds, at SL Joseph, Mo.
Wednesday
Opening of annual bench show of
Central Ohio Kennel club, Columbus,
Ohio.
Opening of annuol show of Louis-
ville Automobile Dealers' association.
Thursday
Central states interscholastlc bas-
ketball championship at Kvanston, 111.
Opening of the Florida open golt
championship tournament at Palm
Beach.
Friday
Annual meeting of the American
Bowling congress in Chicago.
Opening of annual bench show of
St. Louts (Mo.) Collie club:
Saturday
Annual championship tournament of
National Bowling association at Pat-erso-
N. J.
Intercollegiate swimming champion-
ships at University of Pennsylvania.
Annual indoor track and field games
of the Mohawk Athletic club. New
York City.
Annual indoor games of the Pitts
burgh Athletic association, Pittsburgh.
Northwestern-vVisconsi- n dual in-
door meet at Bvanston, ill.
Kansas-Missou- dual indoor meet
at Kansas City.
Opening of annual poro tournament
at Aiken. S. C. ,
Abe Attell vs. Tommy Murphy, 20
rounds, at San Francisco.
Sam McVey vs. Jim Barry, 20
rounds, at Sydney, Australia.
and set sparsely with giant trees.
There was a swing in the biggest ot
them a tail oak, but branchy it
stood apart from ail the rest, the big
boughs spreading many yards on each
side. From the stoutest of tbe boughs
big hempen cables dangled. Tbe seat
was broad enough for two Amy and
Leslie, side by side, were tossed up
many times through wide arcs ot
dusk. But they were considerate
tossing them was hard play for mid-
summer, no matter how gallant the
tossers.
When the swing dangled empty
Danforth stepped Into it and began
to swing himself with a pumping mo-
tion, slowly at first, but quickening,
qalckenlng, all the while strengthen-
ing, until cables stood taut and
straight at the check, the circle of
motion bounded only by their length.
Any exhibition of strength fascinat-
ed Leslie. The full moon rising round
and red, showed her heart in the
(yes that watched Danforth. Lenox
Carlyn, watching her, set his teeth.
This bumpkin should not win by mere
brute force. As Danforth stepped
down Carlyn flung off his coat and
leaped into the swaying seat, saying
over his shoulder, "I could do that
a long time ago wonder if I have for-
gotten tbe trick?"
"Do you forget things easily?" Les-
lie askew, merrily.
Still over his shoulder he answered,
"Depends on what they are and how
much I want to remember." Then he
set the swing in motion as deftly as
Danforth had done.
Back and forth, back and forth, he
sent it, crouching, swinging upward,
the arc of motion ever and swiftly
widening. He had not forgotten the
old-tim- e aptitudes came back to him.
But they could not bring with them
boyhood's absolute nerveleseness.
Higher, higher, he went the swoop-
ing was like the flight of some great
bird. Then he felt himself suddenly
dizzy blind, sick his muscles grew
flaccid. With a last desperate rally, he
clung trembling to the cables, but on
the downsweep his hands unlocked
themselves he toppled to earth and
lay a crumpled heap on the turf.
"kenox! Oh.! You axe dead?"
cried, flinging herself wildly beside
him, making to" lift his head in her
arms. He stirred, moaning faint the
others ran to him.
"Call his mother," Leslie said
clearly. "But toll her please he is
only hurt."
As Lenox groaned again, she laid
his head back upon the turf, but left
her arm underneath It. Amy, white-face- d
betwixt fright and anger, had
hard work not to scream.
"Lenox! Say only you forgive met"
Leslie whispered but Amy heard. 8o
did the inert man, spent and breath-
less. "I love you," he murmured,
faintly. "It is yours to forgive."
Then he lapsed into unconscious-
ness. It took weeks to come out of
It Only by a miracle had be es-
caped death. Leslie did not leave
him his mother would not hear to
if oven If her own heart had net
prompted her to stay. When at last
he Knew I hem, they broke down,
weeping together tears of the i ..rest
1pv And the very next day be mar-I- ,
ri L: pU to the disgust and con
rtr.d!c "i Mrs. Amy Danforth. born
Wo have been In buslnes In this townfor some time, and we are looking tobuild up trade by always advising our
patrons right.
So when we tell you that we havefound the eczema remedy and that we
stand back of It with the manufacturer's
Iron clad guarantee backed by ourselves
you can depend upon It that we plve ourftllvlcA Tint In orrl.-.- r ... s.'l a fflW l.nttl.H
! of medicine to sldn sufferers, but be--
ratp we know how It will help ourbusiness If we help our patrons.
tVe keen in stock and sell, all the well
known skin remedies. Rut we will say
this: a) If you are suffering from anykind of skin trouble, eczema, psoriasis,
rash or tetter, we want you to try a full
sise bottle of D. V. D. Prescription.
And, if it does not do the work, this
h. D. GOODALL. East
to adopt the initiative and referen-
dum, and various means of safeguard-
ing the principle are being discussed
by friends of the law, for they fear
that if frauds are allowed to get by,
worse frauds will be perpetrated and
the whole system brought into dis-
repute.
TO HEAR NOTED MEN
Washington, D. C, March ii -- The
twelfth annual meeting of the Na-
tional Civic federation, which is to
meet in this city tomorrow for s (Jurat
days' session, haB selected industrial
peace and progress as the general sub-
ject for consideration. Many men na-
tionally and internationally prominent
hi public life and in the industrial
world will participate. Cardial Gib-
bons will preside over the first day's
deliberations and President Taft will
make the opening address. Among
the noted men scheduled as speakers
are Secretary of Commerce and Labor
Nagel, Senator George Sutherland oi
Utah, President Samuel Goir.pers of
the American Federation of Labor,
Judge Martin A. Knapp of com-
merce court, Secretary of tUo Treas-
ury MacVeagh, Representative Llcyd
of Missouri and Dr. Charles P Nei'l,
United States commissioner of labor.
USE ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE- ,
The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoes. If you want rest and
comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
sweating feet, use Allen's Foot-Eeas-
Relieves corns and bunions of all pain
mid nrevents blisters, sore and cal
lous spots. Just the thing for danc-
ing parties, patent leather shoes, and
for breaking in new shoes. It is the
greatest comfort discovery of the
age. Try it today. Sold everywhere,
25cts. Don't Accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address Al-
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
SPRING GOLF AT PINEHURST
Plnehurst N. C. Marcn 5. The
eighth annual spring golt tournament
at the Plnehurst Country club opened
today with an entry list that prom-
ises some keen competition. The play
will continue until the end of the
week.
POCKET BILLIARD CHAMPIONSHIP
New York, March r,. The unusually
large number of cue tournaments
pulled off in the metropolis this win-
ter, all of them successful from the
viewpoint of public patronage, has
prompted the National Association of
Amateur Billiard players to undertake
something new in the line of compe-jtition- s
on the green table. The in-
novation is announced as the first
nncket billiard cham- -JlUllVllUl "'" " f
pionship tournament, which is sched-
uled to begin here tonight and con-
tinue for two weeks. Many of the
foremdst amateur pool players in the
country have accepted invitations to
compete in the tournament, the win-
ner of which is to receive a $500
trophy.
TAKE
Single Blessedness Was Considered an
Offense in the Old Greek
State of Sparta.
Men were first allowed some free-
dom not to marry, but this waa grudg-
ingly given, and with many penalties
for the idiosyncrasy. In Sparta, we
are told, bachelors were under ban,
disfranchised by law, excluded from
witnessing the great public proces-
sions which were the pride of the
state; and in winter time compelled
to march naked around the market
place, singing, as they went, a song
testifying to their own disgrace by
which they "Justly suffered punish-
ment."
And in this land, so insistent in all
other respects upon reverence for the
aged, there was one exception a
youth might refuse, and without re-
proof, to rise and give a seat to a
venerable bachelor, even to one who
had done honorable service for the
Jtate, saying:
"No son of yours will ever rise to
give me a seat."
This punishment of the bachelor
has been common in many ages and
countries, and extended down to the
early days of our own history. In
Connecticut, in 1636, a law was passed
which would not "allow any young un-
married man to keep house," and
Hartford taxed "lone men twenty
shillings a week" for the "selfish lux-
ury of solitary living." In 1862 a spe-
cial town order gave permission for
two bachelors to keep house together,
"so they carry themselves soberly and
do not entertain Idle persons to the
evil expense of time by day or night,"
while as late as the eighteenth cen-
tury a general statute of Connecticut
forbade any "householder," under pen-
alty of fine, to "give entertainment or
habitation to single persons without
special allowance of the selectmen."
Forum.
HOW BIRDS CHANGE PLUMAGE
Prof. Joseph Grinned Makes Some In-
teresting Discoveries Which Agree
Not With Common Belief.
It has been generally believed that
the brilliant plumage exhibited by the
males of many species of birds during
spring that is, during the mating sea-
son Is directly connected v :th the
physiological condition of the birds at
this time, and various theories have
been formulated to account for the
'acts. Prof. Joseph Grinnell has found
n the Californian linnet some facts
'.hat do not agree with the common
belief. In this bird the male presents
i brilliant red breast and neck during
the mating season, whereas in the n
and winter the feathers have a
lull grayish coloring, with a mere
suggestion of pink. But the bird does
lot moult (change its feathers) in
:he spring, nor is there new pigment
Jormed in the feathers. By collecting
i series of feathers from August, when
:he bird does moult, to the followingjpring, and examining these care-
fully, it was found that in the new
'eatlners the brilliant red is confined
:o a narrow band, which is overlapped
jy the edge of the adjacent feathers.
The overlapping portions are white
nd brittle. During the winter these
lelicate portions are rubbed off and
lost, so that when the mating season
arrives the bird has its brilliant coat.
Mr. Grinnell emphasizes especially the
fact that this brilliant coloring is ly
produced in the autumn, after
'.he mating season, at a time of the
reaowhen the vitality of the birds is
supposed to be at its lowest ebb.
New Thoreau.
Frank S. Black, former governor of
"ew York, has proposed a pleasing
lystem of philosophy.
"Men sit at their desks," says Mr.
31ack, "and year after year trade their
vitality for money they do not need."
3e says that after a certain point
:ime, not money, is what should be
totight. A man who continues to work
Deyond that point trades his vitality
'or money with no possible prospect of
tdequate recompense.
So, at 58, in perfect health and with
.he prospect of many years of remu-lerativ- e
activity ahead of him, Mr.
31ack has decided to stop working. He
las an tne money n'e needs. He Is
to do now only the things he
vlshes to do.
Out in the country, on a farm, Mr.
31ack expects to spend the rest of
lis life. He looks upon this as a
reward for years of work, a
reward he would be foolish not to
:ake. He hopes to dismiss every ma-
larial care as finally did Thoreau at
balden. Simplicity, ease and rest are
what he now claims from life.
Sarcasm That Must Have Hurt.
Henry W. Paine, the eminent Bos-
ton lawyer, once went to one of the
Interior towns of Maine, where a boy
was on trial for arson. He had no
counsel, and Mr. Paine was assigned
by the court to take charge of his
case. He discovered, after a brief in-
terview with the boy, that he was
half-witte- The jury, however, was
composed of farmers who owned
barns such as the defendant was al-
leged to have set on Are, and, in spite
oi tne ooy s evident weakness of ln- -
tellect, they brought in a verdict of
guilty. The presiding Judge turned to
Mr. Paine, and remarked: "Have you
any motion to make?" Mr. Paine arase
and, In his dry and weighty manner,
'answered: "No, your honor; I believe
ii have secured for this idiot boy all
that the laws of Maine and the consti-
tution of the United States allow a
rii m ii mi m a nb.j.k -
near euuru Fan, an Ideal location.
In the retail shopping and theater
district, with the subway, elevated
and surface cars at hand. A hand-
some, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best restau-
rants in the city, but moderate la
pricea Rooms with bath, $2.50 per
day up. Send for booklet. Harry P.
Stlmson. manager.
GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric sign at
your place of business you win have
done something for yourself as well
as yoar city, tor an electric sign is the
modern great white way of advertis-
ing. Keeps your name constantly be-
fore the aryes of the purchasing pub-li-
and helps to make Las Vegas look
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
Light and Power company.
SPRING IS COMING
Mrs. Wallla, the milliner, has re-
ceived an advance showing of spring
styles in millinery. The designs are
beautiful and modish. Now is the
time to have your hats remodeled for
spring. Mrs- - Wallis is prepared to
do such work quickly and satisfactor-
ily at her store on Sixth street.
WERE YOU PREPARED
For the sudden blizzard that q
scended from the north Monday night?
Were your coal bins full? If not call
up the Coors Lumber company and
order fuel. Orders will be filled with-
out delay.
A Cold La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence, and
coughs that hang on weaken the sys-
tem and lower the vital resistance.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is a
reliable medicine that stops the cough
promptly by healing the cause;
soothes the inflamed air passages,
and checks the cold. Keep always on
hand. Refuse substitutes. O. (J.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co,
Children are much more likely to
contract the contagious diseases when
they have colds. Whooping cough,
diphtheria, scarlet fever and consumn-tlo-
are diseases that are often con-
tracted when the child has a cold.
That is why all medical authorities
say beware of colds. For the quick
cure of colds you will find nothing bet-
ter than Chamberlain's Cough Rem-
edy. It can always be depended up-
on and is pleasant and safe to take.
K'or sale by all ruggists.
EVERYTHING IN JEWELRY
Silverware and cut glass. The best
and most complete line in the city at
prices that are right. All the stand- -
ird makes of watches. An opticn! de
partment in charge of an pert. Re
member the name and fa
Lujan, on Bridge street.1
DELICIOUS STEAKS
The Las Vegas Mercantile eorap:;nt
makes a specialtiy of alfalfa-fe- d ua- -
'ive. und Kansas City beef. Co;:s- -
quently the best steaks to be purcha
ed in this city come off the blocks U
its mea. department. You are n!
setting the best for your money
less you are buying meat at he Las
Vegas Mercantile company's ore.
A MONTH HAS PASSED
A whole month of the new year b.-1-.
passed. Have you started that account
for yourself or your little son or
daughter? If not, you have still 11
months in which to save. Tbe First
National Bank offers an admirable op-
portunity for accumulating savings.
Your account solicited.
Many suffereres from rheumatism
have been surprised and delighted
with the prompt relief afforded by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment. Not
one case of rheumatism in ten re-
quires any internal treatment what
ever. This liniment is for sale by
all druggists. y
ATTZmON 'LKS
Have you bad your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Water- -
man lb IliaiUUS bliuuge uiiu lug yiv.- -
tures are proving as good or a little
better than the quality usually turned
oat by that high class photographer.
Hotter arrange for a sitting today.
Waterman, the Plaza.
OUR LIVERY SERVICE
Is right up to snuff in all wiather.
Night calls are given prompt atten-Mo- n
and the best service Is provided.
Good horses kept In a clean stable
and good rigs may be obtained at any
time from us. Call up Main 15 and we
will do the rest. m. L. Cooley.
You Judge , a man not by what he
promises to do, but by what he has
done. That Is the only true test
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy judged
by this standard has no superior. Peo-
ple everwhere speak of It in the high-
est terms of praise. For sale by all
druggists.
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
Partly by driving blood from the
surface and congesting the kidneys,
and partly by throwing too much work
upon them. Foley Kidney Pills
strengthen the kidneys, give tone to
the urinary organs and restore the
normal action of the bladder. They
are tonic in action, quick In results,
try them. O.. G. Schaefer and Red
bottle will cost you nothing. Tou aloneto Judge.
Again and again we have seen how afew drops of this simple wash appliedto the skin, takes away the itch. In-
stantly. And the cures all seem to bepermanent.D. D. D. Prescription made by theO. D. D. Laboratories of Chicago, is
composed of thymol, glycerine, oil of
wlntergreen and other healing, soothing,
cooling ingredients. And if you areJust crazy with itch, you will feel
soothed and cooled, the itch absolutely
washed away the moment you appliedtins D. D. D. m
We have mada faat friends of more
than one family by recommending this
remedy to a skin sufferer here and
there and we want you to try it now
on our positive y guarantee.
Las Vegas. New Mexico.
MORE SUGAR TRIALS COMING
New York, March 5. The cases ot
Washington It. Thomas, president of
the American Sugar Refining com-
pany, other (ifficers nu directors of
tne company, and Thomas B. Harned,
a Philadelphia lawyer, were called
for trial today in the United States
circuit court. The defenaants are un-
der Indictment charging them witu
violations of the Sherman anti-tru-
law. v
YOUNG DESPERADO ON TRIAL
t'hehalis, Wash., March 5. Adel-ber- t
Clark, the young desperado who
shot and killed Lawrence C. Bar, a
banker of Centralis, in a daylight at-
tempt to rob the bank laBt December,
was arraigned in tne Lewis county
circuit court here today to stand trial
ou a charge of first degree murder.
TAFT CAMPAIGN IN CHICAGO
Chicago, March Henry L. Stim-son- ,
secretary of war, will be the prin-
cipal speaker at a mass feeting at
Orchestra hall tonight, which is to
mark the opening of the Chicago cam-
paign for the renomination of Presi-
dent Taft. Four days later the cam-
paign will be given a further impetus
by the visit of President Taft him-
self to speak at the annual meeting
of the Illinois Swedish-America- n Re-
publican league.
SOUTHERN SHOE DEALERS
Atlanta, Ga., March 5. The annuil
convention of the Southern Shoe Re-
tailers' association began in this city
today with an attendance represent-
ing a dozen states. The members will
spend three days in t.ie discussion of
numerous matters relating to the re-
tail shoe trade.
GOES TO ELECTRIC CHAIR
Auburn, N. Y., March 5. The week
beginning today has been fixed as the
time for the electrocution hi Auburn
prison of Edward Burnett, convicted
of murder at Dunkirk two years ago.
Burnett's victim was John Dougherty,
whom he shot and killeu in a quarrel.
Governor Dix has denied clemency in
the case.
TEXAS I. O. O. F. IN SESSION
Dallas, Tex., March 5. Delegates
representing the eight hundred Odd
Fellows' lodges in Texas assembled in
Dallas today lor the opening of the
grand lodge meeting of tne order. The
'passion will last until vv'ednesday.
The Rebekah assembly, the women s
auxiliary, also is in annual session.
R. G. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat.
N. J., was troubled with a severe la
grippe cough. He says: "I would
be completely exhausted after each
lit of violent coughing. I bought a
bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com-
pound and before I had taken It all
the coughing spells had entirely ceas-
ed. It can't be beat.' O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co. s
Tonic I
JGl
(Copyright, igu. by Associated Liiarary Prats)
Cloud mountains In the west, mar-
gined with fler gold, flung long aer-
ial shadows athwart the sky. There
was the smell of new rain, though
the turf under foot waa dust-dr- A
hower had come within sight across
the meadows, then veered away south-
erly. Amy waa glad to had veered. Her
white frock, crisp and sheer, would
have wilted in the damp of it. The
rain had been too slight to do more
than freshen the air it still came
warm to the cheek, but without the
Kting that had marked midday
breezes.
At 6 o'clock of a midsummer after-
noon, roses droop on the stalk, but
rose-chee- are at their fairest. Amy
proved the fact she knew she had
never looked better therefore she
was gay and proud. The Carlyna,
mother and son, were coming to an
early tea. It waa their first approach
to sociability. Ever since they moved
into the old Earle place they had held
themselves distantly toward the coun-
tryside.
That had not eulted Amy, yet she
had given no sign of her dissatisfac-
tion. She wa born ambitious Lenox
Carlyn was Just the sort of man she
wanted to Blurry, well-bre- well-to-d-
above all . .er distinguished. She
had no mere vulgar greed for money,
In spite oi having had it in plenty all
her in. But she did yearn to reach
social pinnacles the rare heights
when the exalted had their being.
Her people, the Watsons, were wholly
undistinguished, notwithstanding they
were each and several, patterns of
thrift, sobriety and the moral virtues.
Secretly Amy had always envied
Leslie May, her college mate, notwith-
standing Leslie had had few and plain
clothes, little money to spend, and
never a box from home. She was an
orphan, hound to work for her living
the college course was provided
through the will of an elderly relative
Wjo had left a million to missions.
But she was also a governor's grand-
daughter, and entitled to use a crest
when she could afford it Amy would
have given her string of pearls for a
creet. She was bent on having one,
if ever she got away from the neigh-
borhood, where folk, knowing her ped-
igree, would only laugh at it
She was glad and sorry to have
Leslie as a guest; glad because her
presence gave a reasonable excuse for
the mild festivity; sorry in that she
felt herself, to a degree, hampered by
hospitality it would not do to eclipse
Leslie, either in clothes or charms.
Hence the white 'frock, fine and lacy
to be sure; hence, also, the conspicu-
ous absence of the pearls. Leslie had
begged her to put tbem on, saying:
"You set them off so it's a shame
to leave them in their case."
Instead of them Amy had only a
little gold chain, twin to that about
Leslie's neck. Otherwise there was
no likeness between them. Leslie's
limp organdie was palpably faded, her
slippers a bit scuffed, her ribbons
crumpled. Further, she had done her
hair in her usual severe fashion.
There the rain had helped a bit, bring-
ing the loose ends of it into curl, and
so framing her mobile face in tendrilly
wisps. She really looked her best.
Amy's hair, yellow as wheat, was
smooth, and beautifully dressed, mo-dish-
drecsed to be sure, yet not In
such wise as to deform her fine small
head.
"Make haste and marry a duke
this head deserves strawberry leaves
at least," Leslie had said, touching
the golden softness admiringly.
Amy nad smiled she did not aspire
to dukes, but it was pleasant to hear
she deserved them. After all, Leslie
was a good sort. When she herself
was safely married, she would set
about helping her friend to a like hap-
py estate. Just now such a thing was
out of the question. So she had asked
young Danforth by way of balancing
Leslie. He was her stand by they
had grown up together upon adjoining
farms, and though gossip had been
matching them since he put on long
trousers, she had never thought of
him as a lover.
Leslie might do worse, from a world-
ly point. Danforth if not rich was
comfortably off, withal energetic. But
Leslie would never In the world look
at him he bored her. Amy knew It,
though Leslie had been always too
courteous to say so. Somewhat will-
ful, also high-heade- d was Leslie. She
might have had half the mission-millio-
if only she had agreed to give
her life to the cause. Yet now she
stood laughing and talking with Dan-
forth, as If he were the one creature
In the world she cared to entertain.
Amy stared at her, frowning faintly
then her brow clearing magically,
she said mentally:
"It is coming out beautifully Lenox
Carlyn will think they are sweet-
hearts, if not engaged."
Lenox might have thought so, but
for certain prior happenings the
fact that a year ago Leslie had been
his betrothed. But since she gave no
sign of recognition, he accepted the
role of new acquaintance with what
grace he might Clearly, he could not
say to a wholly new acquaintance:
"I was a Jealous Idiot I Forgive, O,
forgive me."
Lenox said it In his heart over and
over throughout the high tea. More
than ever he said it when, after the
meal, they went in the twilight again
out on the lawn.
it was wide and level, richly turfed
REFERENDUM UNDER ATTACK
Eugene, Ore., March 5. Alleged
abuses of popular rule through the
referendem will be pointed out this
week when the suit of the University
of Oregon against !;e secretary of
state is argued In the state supreme
court at Salem. The 1911 session of
the legislature appropriated $500,000
for the University of Oregon, which is
located here, but before the law be-
came operative, a referendum petition
filed by one H. J. Parkinson was pre-
sented to the secretary of state and
accepted, tying up e appropriation
until 1912, when the people would be
given an opportunity to vote on the
question. Cursory examination of the
petition showed evidences of fraud, so
suit was brought by a regent of the
university to prevent the secretary
of state putting the referendum ques-- 1
lion on the ballot. Attack was made
on the petition on the ground that
large numbers of the names were
forged, and that various technicalities
of the law had not been complied
with.
As the trial progressed, Parkinson
was forced to admit that he know
some of the work of his agents was
fraudulent, but counsel for the secre-
tary of state contended '.hit, elimin-
ating the fraudulent name.? there
yould yet be enougn to make good the
calling of the referendum. The sta'e
objected that the plaintiff in the case
had no right to bring such wit, und
that he had not followed the, pres-
cribed forms.
Attorneys for the state onrvoialty,
on the other band, maintain .no right
of any legal voter to briag' micfi a
suit, and furthermore they make the
main contention that fraud in rt of
the petition invalidates the whole, es-
pecially where the fraud is so exten-
sive and is so well known before the
filing of the petitions.
The case has aroused much interest
In Oregon, which state was the first
iiiiiiiiiititiiiimiifiiitiiiHimiii
j Are You a Woman j
PROTECTION
Against the cold blasts that bring
pneumonia, grip and disagreeable
Molds upon their breath is afforded by
chamois vests and chest protectors.
The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full
line. You can be comfortable and
free from the fear of catching cold
if you wear one of these handy ar-
ticles. Schaefer's, opera house block.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.
IT IS NOT STRANGE
It is not strange that so many peo-
ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
restaurant on Center street. The bill
of fare is generous and the price is
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals
Many people wonder how it is pos-
sible to serve such e ce'ient meals so
cheaply.
DO YOU KNOW WHY
The Lobby is such a popular meet-
ing place for men? The answer is
easy. It handles the best wines and
liquors for sale in Las Vegas and is
in a convenient location, on the corner
opposite the Santa Fe station. A big
line of the best cigars In always in
stock. LauDach & Benjamin, proprie-
tors.
C. A. Glossner, 24 Ontario St., Ro-
chester, N. Y., has recovered from a
long and severe attack of kidney trou-
ble, his cure being due to Foley Kid-
ney Pills. After detailing his case,
he says: "I am only sorry I did not
learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
In a few days' time my backache
completely left me and I felt greatly
improved. My kidneys became strong-
er, dizzy spells left me and I was
no longer annoyed at night. I feel
100 per cent better since using Foley
Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
The "Child's "Welfare" movement
has challenged the attention of
thoughtful people everywhere. Moth-
ers are natural supporters, and will
find in Foley's Honey and Tar Com-
pound a most valuable aid. Coughs
and colds that unchecked lead to
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
quickly to the healing and soothing
nualitie8 of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound. O. G. Schaefer and Red
S UARDUI
iThe Woman's
trial of his peers.' I Cross Drug Co. I Cross Drug CO.
i
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Bank of Tucumcarl, was yesterday re-
turned to Tucumcarl by Sheriff Ward
of Quay county to face a cnarge of
embezzlement in connection with the
failure of the bank, which he sold
siding in the disturbed parts of Mex-
ico to depart from tbe country while
they have opportunity. They may not
be exposed to immediate danger; but ress flourBpbefore its failure. Captainthe president recoh,ies that, should shortly NUTLUMPWRITEpublished bythe optic publishing co.(Incorporated)
. M. PADGETT EDITOR the answer to
the insurrection continue, circum-
stances might develop wbich would
make it perilous for them to remain
in Mexico. The government of that
country may prove unable to protect
them against insurgent attack; anJ
while the United States may be able
at some future time to collect dam
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
? IV. CONDONWfc!S
Fred Fornoff accompanied Sheriff
Ward as far as Torrance, arriving in
Santa Fe last night. Oaptoln Fornoff
reports that they had no trouble In
securing their prisoner after arriving
at Seattle with the requisition papers
and that Buchanan seemeo willing to
race the charges placed against him.
Buchanan asserts tuat the failure of
the bank was due to mismanagement
after 1t was sold.
Supreme Court
Entered at the Poatofflce at Bast
Vegas, New Mexico, for tranemitt- -
ages for injury done tbjem, would be
in no position to protect them against
personal violence or affront during the
progress of the revolution. Hence,
. . i a . ' - n ,1.,,.,, la tn $7AO
every 3akir Problem.
It's 1 rer-Whit- er
and More Urviforrrv
Made by LARABEES
Famous GERMAN PROCESS.
A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.
Gross. Kelly Co.
Distributors
Ask Your Grocer for It
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The state supreme court convened
at 2 o'clock this afternoon at the capl-to- l
with Chief Justice Roberts and As-
sociate Justices Hanna and Parker
present. Arguments were heard on
case No. 1390, Department Store Com-
pany, a ccirpcration, plaintiff in error,
vs. Gauss Lai.genlierg Hat Company, a
Pkm through the United States Maila
M second class matter.
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ALBUQUERQUE
seek refuge within the United States
duiins; the continuance of the dis-
turbance.
By frtTint; this warning President
Taft has shown tils watchtui interest
in all g Americans residing
in Mexico. His broad survey of the
situation gives tiim a view ot condi-
tions in Mexico not to be obtained by
people whoso observation is bounded
by a narrow horizon, although they
may reside in the country.
o
corporation, defendant in error.
Penitentiary Board Meets
The New Mexico commissioners for AND RETURNthe state penitential y met last Satur $1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOORday and a number of paroles were
granted. Account Lumbermen's
Association Meeting
KCash in Advance for Mail Subscrip-
tions).
Remit by draft, check or money
vrder. If tent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
OFFICIAL NEWS FROM
THE STATE CAPITAL.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5. Ashley
T. Reed, for several years a letter
carrier at Santa Fe, has been appoint-
ed customs inspector at El Paso.
TICKETS ON SALE MARCH, II, 12 AND I3TH.
Good for Return Until March 16th.
D. L BATCHELOR, Agent.
Requisition Issued
A requisition was issued Saturday
by Governor W. C. McDonald on the
governor of Oklahoma for the return
to New Mexico of Ward Leslie now in
Oklahoma, who is wanted in Lincoln
county on a charge of larceny and re-
ceiving stolen goods. A. T. Roberts,
deputy sheriff of Lincoln county, who
lives at Carrizozo, was appointed
agent to present the requisition and
take charge of the prisoner.
Notaries Appointed
The following were appointed notar-
ies public by Governor W. C. McDon
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.
Grand Jury In Session
The grand jury was empaneled this
northern Colorado coal fields, which
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
rt any newspaper in Northwestern
'ew Mexico.
morning at the county court house
and will be in session two weeks. In-
dictments are not expected today. The
1911. and one delegate at larce from
each county in addition upon which
basis the representation in the state
convention of the republican party of
the state of New Mexico to be held
ald; Esteban H. Blernnaum, Mora,
petit juries will convene March 18.
TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 1912. Regular Term of Federal Court
The regular term of federal court
Telephone or call and we will have ourdemonsfrator
show you.
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine! Sbop
has existed for nearly two years, vir-
tually is settled so far as the eight
mines of this company are concerned.
As a result about 300 men will re-
turn to work In Louisville and Lafa-
yette tomorrow, and nearly 1,000 men
will return to work in the northern
fields within ten days.
The agreement was the result of
concessions on both sides, in order to
will convene at Santa Fe on the first
on March 8, 1918, from the several
counties of the state shall be as fol-
lows:
Bernalillo 19
Chavez 7
Colfax 17
Monday of April. The enabling act
provides that regular terms shall be
held on the first Mondays of April and
October.
Wm. Whalen, Prop,Phone Main 344.
Mora county; Max P. Kempenich, Pe-ralt-
Valencio county; Evelyn Castle,
Santa Fe, Santa Fe county; Charles
V. Strong, Mora, Mora county; Camilo
Sanchez, Santa Rosa, Guadalupe coun-
ty; John F. Winkenson Mesilla, Dona
Ana county; K. W. Edwards, Fort
Sumner, Guadalupe county.
Incorporation
Collver & Dunn company of Ros-we- ll
filed articles of incorporation
with the state corporation commission
this morning. The new concern ex-
pects to conduct a general mercantile
business. The capital is given as $10,-00-
divided into 100 shares valued at
Curry 4Rusk Matys Arrests
Mounted ffclicernan Rusk arrested Dona Ana ... 14
Eddy g
Grant ... i ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftrtftfftftRichard McCarthy and Joe King
Sat-
urday at Chaina and charged them
with burglary. They were released Guadalupe
end the industrial warfare which has
cost each side nearly $500,000 since
April 1, 1910. Under the terms of the
agreement the men are given an in-
crease of three cents a ton in wages
on the run of mine coal, and five per
cent on day work. They asked for
an increase of 5.55 per cent on all
work.
on preliminary hearing. Lincoln s
Luna 4
DO NOT INSTRUCT
Receiver Appointed
S. B. Whitlow has been appointed
receiver of the Fort Sumner Land
and Canal, company, by Judge David
MoKinley 6
Mora ...... 15inn each at nar. The names of the
ft
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ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
Tho New Mexican seems to feel Otero .. 6
Want fld.
fiabit
incorporators, all of whom live in Ros-wel- l,
Chaves county, with the amountthat the republican party Jost has to Quay 9
Rio Arriba 20instruct its delegates to tie national
uvent-ifu- i for somebody. )t does not
J. Leahy, upon refusal of O. B. Earich-so-
n
to take the receivership.
Military Institute Inspected
Representatives Evans, Rogers, anC
Mullins of Chaves county and Love of
Eddy county, together with the board
Roosevelt 4
Sandoval Ig m emsMer who. but inductions.V aJUtfW' Pftfcmont of the Santa Fe edi San Juan 5
San Miguel ... 30
Santa Fe 18
Sierra . . 6
Socorro 22
SNAP! SNAP!
Now is a good season of the year
to snap some excellent winter views.
The Baily Curio store nas a full line
of kodaks and supplies and does de-
velopment work equal to th best.
Purchase a kodak today. You will be
surprised at the cheapness at which
you can get a good instrument and
you will be delighted with your suc-
cess as an amateur pnotographer.
of capital stock subscribed by eacn
follows: Howard Collver, 60 shares;
Joshua X. Dunn, 60 shares; Rebecca
Dunn, 1 share.
Amended Articles Filed
The Bank of Springer this morning
filed an amendment to its charter,
changing the character of its business
from a bank of discount and
deposit to a savings bank and trust
association. The bank also was grant-
ed permission to reduce its capital
stock from $30,000 to $15,000 which is
divided into 150 shares worth $100
each. The president of the Springer
bank is C. N. Blackwell and the
cashier, C. R. Brown.
Taos U
Torrance 10
Union 14
Valencia 19
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WlWft only thing that fan pos-
sibly save tn honor of the party.
No doubt four friend Paul has an
idea that the proper man to endorse
would be Mr. Andrews. He is Just
v about as well equipped for the presl- -
dency as he is for t he United States
eenate. But the only endorsement ha
(has received for even itho latter pos-
ition, has come from Paul. The Optic
is opposed to instructions. The re-
publican party of New Mexico is quite
capable of electing eight men to rep-
resent it at the Chicago convention
Jn a highly creditable manner, and
they can do it without instructions
of regents inspected the New Mexico
Military institute at Koswell in order
to determine the institution's needs
from a legislative and financial view-
point.
Attempted KNHng
Cattle Inspector Will Simpson was
shot in the chin Friday at Deming by
an unknown assassin, according to
meager reports that have reached the
mounted police office here. It is
thought that Mr. Simpson will di?.
Simpson also is constable and was en-
deavoring to arrest a trespasser.
" Treasurers Receipts
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to TheOptic.
Total 306
All notices of contest shall be subMASQUES, MASQUES, MASQUES
A full line of masquerade cos mitted in writing, setting forth the
tames, wigs and everything needed for grounds of contest, which must be
a masque ball may be obtained at
the millinery store of Mrs. A. Stand-ish- ,
the Emporium, 524 Sixth street
filed with the secretary of the state
central committee at least three days
before the meeting of the state
The following sums of monoy wer
All county conventions must be heldreceived Saturday in the office of
State Treasurer O. N. Marron: Thos. for not later than the 4th day of March,Call for Republican Convention
the State of New Mexlc.
WILL REMOVE THE
CAPITAL OE CHINA
(Continued from Page One)
1912.Gable, game and fish warden, on ftft
ft PDone main 2account of game protection fund, $36.- -
from the New Mexican.
The gentleman who will be offered
D7 San Miguel county as a candidate
for delegate, can be relied upon to do
the very best things possible for the
party, both nationally and locally. If
tho republicans of this county thought
, that he would bo unfit unless he was
bound by instructions, some other
"Pursuant to tbe requirement f50; Eugenlo Romero, treasurer of San
VENCBSLAO JARAMILLO,
Chairman.
HERBERT W. CLARK,
Secretary.
the call made by the republican na
ftftftftftftMiguel
county, on account of taxes,
$1,304.80; W. G. Sargent, state audit-
or, fees, $5; W. G. Sargent, state aud
ftftftftftft ft aft ftftftftftfttional committee on Decembei 12,1911, for a republican national con
vention to be held in the city of Chiitor, on account of common school
fund $200. cago in the state of Illinois, at 12man would be selected; some man
who would act for the party's best
have been painted to resemble British
soldiers. In Canton yesterday 3,000
soldiers, who were formerly pirateB,
were disarmed, paid off and mustered
out as not trustworthy. They were
surrounded by 7,000 troops until they
left the city. They probably will form
o'clock) non on TUeaday, Jiune 18Divorce Petition
William Broome this morning filedMerest, without instructions. SPRING WOMEN'S WEAR1012, for the purpose of nominatingcandidates for president and vice- -The Optic favors the renomination a petition in the district court for an
absolute divorce from Willie D.of Mr. ttgt It ieves that Mr,
'Taft will be renominated and re-ele-ot president
to be voted for at the presi
dential election on Tuesday, NovemBroome, his wife. The Broomes were
married in 1909 in Henderson coun ber, 5, 1912, and for the transactionied. But it is opposed to instructed
delegates to the national convention. 'f such other business as may come
A strong capable delegation, compos it the republican cent'Al com
i 'the state of New Mexico as
themselves into robber bands.
The merchant vessels along the
West river are now escorted by gun-
boats or torpedo boats. The French
flagship arrived at Hong Kong today
and the British admiral of the Asiatic
elation has been requested to send a
British battleship here tomorrow, it
is thought the naval authorities have
decided to take charge of the rivers
ed of men who are known to bo true
to the party should be named, and
STEIN BLOCK
SUITS
FOR MEN
Will be Here in
a few Days
they should be permitted to act with
NOBBY
STREET
and
DRESS
PUMPS
of STYLE
and QUALITY.
a free hand. If this is done, the re
sembi Santa Fe on this 25th day
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the
holding of a convention of the re-
publican party of the state of New
Mexico, to be held In the city of Santa
nublican party of New Mexico will
have nothing to apologize for.
o
AMERICANS IN MEXICO
Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clockin southern China, owing to the fact
that the British river gunboat Sand-
piper was fired on recently by pirates.
on Friday, the eighth day of March
A. D., 1912 for the purpose of select
Dominant Spring Styles
Skirts remain narrow but re-
ceive appearance of more full-
ness through trimmings.
Jackets remain short, with
tendency away from, rather
than toward length.
Continuation of narrow,
straight line effects, particularlyin tailored suits.
Retention of the "hipless" fi-
gure, and the high waistline.
Slightly increased sleeve
length in waists and costumes
and the adoption of more ra-
tional sleeve forms.
Adaptation of oriental effects
to meet western requirements.Continuation of side lap effects
on outer garments.
Alteration in corset lines to
preserve "corsetless" fiigure
effect.
Simplicity in cut and trim-
ming of lingerie to preserve nar-
row effects in outer garments.
lng eight delegates and eight, alter
nates to represent the republican par
The president's proclamation in re-
gard to the; Mexican situation Is a IfSi "ty e state of New Mexico in thearning to Americans and in no sense NEWCOLORADO STRIKE ENDEDDenver, March 5. By an agreemententered into between officials of Dis-
trict 15, United Mine Workers of
America and officials of the Ameri-
can Fuel company, the strike in the
a declaration to either the govern said national convention called to be
hied at Chicapo on the 18th day ofment of Mexico or the insurgents who
June, 1912.are now causing great disorder In that
ty Texas. The complaint alleges de-
sertion and unfaithfulness and asks
that the plaintiff be given the custo-
dy of Viceroy, their minor child.
Broome was for a time in the forest
service.
New Traveling Auditor
W. H. Ernest of Clayton, and T. J.
Guilford of Albuquerque, qualified for
the positions of traveling auditor and
bank examiner, and assistant, respec-
tively, before Secretary of State An-
tonio Lucero and took over the work
of the office this morning. W. L.
Kegle of Raton was appointed chief
clerk to succeed A. L. Morrison, Jr.
Ernest succeeds John Joerns and
Guilford succeeds R. t?. Rankin.
Another San Juan Water Suit
Jay Turley of San Juan county for-
merly of Santa Fe, has asked for an
injunction against the Citizens' ditch
in San Juan county, to prevent a
change in location of a ditch heading,
which he claims would Injure a power
project In which he is interested. He
has applied in the office of State En-
gineer Charles D. Miller for waters to
irrigate 2,500 acres. The hearing on
this application will come up before
Engineer Miller on April 22.
W. F. Buchanan Returned
W. F. Buchanan, former vice presi-
dent of the' deflmct International
SPRING
OXFORDS
FOR MEN
STETSON
MAKE
Now Here
Styles of 1912
DESIGN.
The republican central committeescountry.
Americans in general are warned to of the various counties of tbe state
are by this committee requested and
Ginghams
Lawns
Galateas Cloths
Percales
Dimities
Summer Silks
be careful lest they violate the laws
of Ti antral! tv and expose themselves directed to issue a call for the hold
to the penalty those laws impose ing of a county convention of the re-
publican party in the respective counIThere is need of tnis warning, for
ties upon such notice and date as thejmany Americans, loving adventure
and lacking discretion, reveal a dispo may deem expedient for the purpose of
electing delegates to the state convensition to take part in the strife now
eolng on in Mexico. The president has tion to be held on the 8th day of
Georgia's State Chemist Praites
Cottolene
Mr. J. H. McCandless, State Chemist
of Georgia, before a recent gathering,
gave emphatic testimony to the high
quality of Cottolene. He said:
"The sale of this product (Cottolene),
and the proclamation that It is madefrom cotton oil, have done more to bring
cotton seed oil truthfully and favorablybefore the public than anything else In
recent history."
Mr. McCandless then pointed out why
a pure, refined, vegetable-o- il base, such
as is used in Cottolene, is the only as-
surance that a woman has of a clean,
digestible cooking product
'The Store of QualityMarch, 1912, as aforesaid, and whichgiven them full warning that there
will be no intervention in their behalf DACHAkACH'Sif they become involved in the conse the basis of representation shall beone delegate for each one hundredvote" or more, cast for the republican
candidate for governor of the state
of New Mexico at the late election
held on the 7th day of November,
E. las Vegas.uences
of meddling in matters with
which, as American, citizens they have
nothing to do.
Of much more interest is the warn- -
N.Mf
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DESIRABLE RACE MEETING ISVEGAS MAIDS TO MOST
PERSONALSThe Prescrlptlooist
LOCATION IS PLANNED FOR
LAS VEGAS
PLAY SANTA FE
GIRLS LAS VEGAS
March The Month of The
BLOODSTONE
We Have a Large Assortment of
BLOODSTONES, MOUNTED IN RINGS,
CUFF LINKS, OR SCARF PINS,
That Would Make an Acceptable Birthday Remembrance.
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Gordon are now
residing in the Hummell home, 808
Main street.
Mist Justine Schewei afiuger left
last night on train No. S for her home
in Chicago.
Joseph Lj Matt was In Ijs Vegas
yesterday and today from his home at
the Blake copper mine.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Burks left
this afternoon for El Paso where they
R. W. DE N EFFE OF ALBUQUER.
QUE IS HERE MAKING
RIFLE RANGE NEAR THI8 PLACE
IS LOGICAL PLACE FOR THE
ENCAMPMENT
DAMSELS REPRESENTING LAS
VEGAS HIGH TO TEST SKILL
WITH CAPITAL DAMES
The girls' basketball team of ?he
Las Vegas High school will go to
Santa Fe Friday night to. meet the
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
Ten days or two weeks of racing
may be furnished the people of Las
Vegas next summer if the plans ot
There is no reason why Las Vegas
should not secure the encampment of
the National Guard of New Mexico
next summer and an effort doubtless OPTICIAN.JEWELER t
Las Vegans. N. M.
sextette from Ancient City High. This
was the decision reached yesterday
afternoon by the authorities of the
Meadow City school after communica-
tion with the Santa Fe management
regarding the challenge issued by the
wiil be made in due time by the Com-
mercial club to induce Adjutant Gen-
eral Brwkcs and the two regular army
officers who have authority in the
rratter to decide upon this place as
R, W. De Neffe of Albuquerque, who
is in the city, are put into successful
operation. Mr. De Neffe has just re-
turned from Juarez where he has been
in charge of a string of horses racing
on the big track. He says he will
bring to Las Vegas about 200
t It . mil l trll rafiltii anl m nlo
WINTERS DRUG GO.
wlH spend several months.
Jacob Davidhlzer was in Las Vegas
yesterday from his farm on the
tract east of Ias Vegas.
Patricio Sanchez, sherlfT of Mora
county, was here today from his
home in. Mora looking after business
affairs.
J. A. Conley, Santa Ke master me-
chanic, came in this afternoon from
his headquarters in Raton on busi-
ness.
8. M. Shattuck, traveling passenger
agent for the Baltimore & Ohio rail-
road, was a viBitor In Las Vegas to-
day.
Eloy Lucero, son of Pablo Lucero
who died Sunday morning, returned
to his home in Albuquerque this
Phone! Mtiin ; CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Capital City team. Negotiations be-
tween the two teams were opened
some time ago when the Santa Fe
girls issued a challenge. However,
the Las Vegas management could not
play a return game and for some time
it looked as if the two teams would
not meet
This will be the first game between
the scene of the annual maneuvers of
the soldiers. The general and the
two officers will visit the various
proposed sites during the middle of
this month. Albuquerque, RoswellI i
anil Santa Fe are all active bidders
I for the encampment. Las Vegas,
j which has the best iwssible location,
I has done little, as yet, toward in- -
ducing the guard to encamp here.
Distributing
Agents
Mr. De Neffe is making arrange-
ments "to upse the Amusemt nt park
track, which he will have put In ex-
cellent shape. Additional grand
stands and bleachers will be built for
the accommodation of the crowd. Mr.
De Neffe plans to bold race meets in
Albuquerque, Las Vegas and Trinidad.
If the venture proves successful he
will organize a circuit and racing in
the southwest will be held every
year.
WAGONS
BAIN
WEBER
FANCY LACE
COLLARS
and
JABOTS
IMPLEMENTS
EMERSON
HcCORMICK
Charles Klrcher, representing the
Rice-Sti- x company of St. Ixiuis, was
In Las Vegas today visiting Hie local
trade.
Antonio Lucero, secretary of state
Full Line ofwho was called to Las ega8 Sunday
by the death of his father, Pablo
VEHICLES
HARNESS
Saddles
seeds
Lucero, returned to Santa Fe last
A SNAP
Six rooms and bath with three lots;
on corner. In good repair. $1000.00
on terms of $500.00 cash, balance in
building and loan. If you are in need
of a home, investigate this one at
INVESTMENT & AGENCY CORPO-
RATION, George A. Fleming. Man-
ager, Phone Main 40.
night.
the Las Vegas and Santa Fe girls'
teams and both aggregations are anx-
ious to carry off the victory. The
High school girls, accompanied by
Miss Tthel Mussed, chaperon, and A.
R. Marwick, secretaiy of the Y. M.
C. A., as official for the Meadow City
team, will leave for Santa Fe Friday
afternoon on train No. 1. The same
team that has represented the Las
Vegas High school in all previous
games of this season probauly will
go to the Capital city. It is likely that
Gladys McVeagh and Ohella Van Pet-te- n
will play forwards, De Saix Evans
and Susie Connell will play centers
and Marie Maloney and Louise Wells,
guards.
On the remaining days of this week
the teams will put in hard practice
and they expect to be in fine condi-
tion for the contest Friday night.
How strong an aggregation the Santa
Fe team is, is not known, but the Las
Vegas team will go prepared for a
hard battle.
Boney Lucero of Santa Rosa came
in yesterday to attend the funeral of THE PLAZA X LAS VEGAS, N. M.his father, Pablo Lucero, and will re
turn home tomorrow morning. Mr
LATEST NOVELTIES IN
BELTS,
HANDBAGS,
SHIRTWAIST SETS,
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.
Lucero is postmaster of Santa Rosa.
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., nas received
a telegram from Kansas City announc
ing the death from croup, of tier little
niece, Marion Waldo, the Capital Paid in
$100,000.00
Surplus
3 $50,000.00daughter of Thomas
A. Waldo, a
There is no place in New Mexico
better suited to the uses of soldiers
than the' rifle radge northwest of the
city. The range is located on the top
ot a mesa and Is as flat as a board.
This provides ample drainage. With-
in 30 minutes after a heavy rain the
storm water has run down the sides
of the mesa leaving the camp grounds,
which are covered with abundant
grass, as dry as a bone. The range
is supplied with all the necessities for
target practice and there is no better
place in the southwest for the use of
expert marksmen.
Transportation facilities are excel-
lent. The Hot Springs branch of the
Santa Fe railway runs within a few
hundred yards of the camp grounds,
making it possible to have all sup-
plies hauled the greater part of the
distance from the city by rail. The
street cars are within easy walking
distance, making it easy for the sol-
diers and officers to get in and out
of the city. The range is just far
enough from town, however, to pre-
vent the men spending too much time
away from camp and there is little
inducement to the; guardsmen to at-
tempt to get through the lines and en-Jo- y
an unearned holiday. The coun-
try surrounding the range furnishes
all varieties, of grounds for maneuv-
ers. There Is flat country and moun-
tainous country, rivers and streams,
affording the soldiers many of the
conditions to be found In real warfare.
Maps of the surrounding country have
leen drawn under the direction of
a United States army officer. When
the inspecting officers come here this
month Las Vegas will present to them
the strongest arguments available in
an effort to induce them to decide up-
on this place as the location of the
encampment.
Hoffman & Graubarth.
PHONE MAIN 104 J. n. CUNNINGHAM. President D T. HOSKINS, Cathtcr.That conditions in Union county,
which was reported as having suffer
PRANK SPRINGER.
ed the greatest losses in cattle andAlways Something New.
sheep during the recent snow storm,J LAS VESH ft 'jo it ,
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
are not so bad as at first supposed is
the statement of William Frank of
this city. Mr. Frank has a large herd
brother of Mrs. Rogers.
Lincoln Wirt of Oakland, Calif., who
will lecture this evening at the Y. M.
C. A. on "Alaska," came in this after-
noon from Raton on train No. 1. Mr.
Wirt is said to be an interesting talker
and no doubt a large number of people
will take this opportunity to hear him.
Mrs. Isldor Stern expects to leave
in a few days for Albuquerque where
she will keep house for her son, A-
lbert Stern, formerly of Las Vegas,
but now of the Albuquerque offices of
the Charles Ilfeld company. Mrs.
Stern will take her grandchildren to
Albuquerque wkh her.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Rankin and
daughter went to Santa Fe Sunday
night, where they will reside during
the remainder of Mr. Rankin's term
as assistant traveling auditor and
bank examiner. At the expiration of
Mr. Rankin's term they will move to
Lawrence, Kansas, where he will be
associated in business with his father,
an ice and coal dealer.
of sheep in Union county. Mr. Frank
lost about 300 head of sheep. He re-
ceived today a telegram to the effect
that the losses of sheep men in Union
county will not exceed 1? per cent.
In this county the percentage was
much less.
LqlS Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
The city chain gang was busy today
on the streets and crossings of the
downtown district. A heavy drag was
liin over the streets with beneficial
results.
Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins
President
Vice President
Treasurer
r v ; v
Announcement y
Extraordinary I
m 3rfrtF' TAKE P,easure in AJflfi announcing to the mk
ipatronsof our theatre JjH
that v e have been able to Hkr arrant' , at great expense,
The funeral of Morgan Jefferson, an
old and well known colored citizen
of Las Vegas, who died Saturday af Interest Paid on DepositsYOU CANNOT SUCCEED
Mrs. Housewife, in making good pies
or other good things unless you have
C. W. Summerlln has entered the
employ of J. C. Johnson & Son, in
ternoon, will be held tomorrow after-
noon at 2:30 o'clock from the A. M.
E. church. Rev. Bons of La Junta,
assisted by Rev. J-- . C. Carter of Las
good lard. The Las Vegas Mercantile the furniture department of the estab Ilishment
Vegas, will officiate.
company has a large supply of pure,
home rendered lard. This cannot be
beat for quality. Try it and your
cooking that requires shortening will
be excellent.
Wl an Exhibition of Selig' s m TOMMY WINS FIGHT
St. Louis, March 5. "Brooklyn"
Tommy Sullivan was given the pop-
ular decision last night in his eight
round fight with Ollie Kirk of St.
Louis. ,
If you want to get the want you
want to get, you want to get your
want in a want getter. The Optic
wants you to get the want yon want
to get. Try the Want Ads" and see
Greatc t Moving Picture
Masterpiece
"Cinderella"
in three reels, with Mis
Mabel Tallalerro. one of the
highest priced stars of the
American stage in the name
part Phis production is
beyond doubt the ultimate
achievement of the world's
greatest picture maker, and
we arc indeed fortunate in
being al le to present to you
this superb masterpiece of
photographic and dramatic
art. Watch for further
announcements.
WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Your Brain
Is Your Pilot
If you are steering for success, better keep a clear
brain.
Coffee and tea contain a drug caffeine which fogs the
brain of many naturally bright persons.THE BROWNE
THEATRE P05TUM
BUELAH BUDGET.
A report from Buelah regarding the
recent blizzard which swept northern
New Mexico, Colorado and Kansas,
states that at that place, at an alti-
tude of 7,500 feet, the snow on the
level waB '24 Inches deep, and in the
mountains at higher altitudes the
snow is still several feet deep on the
level and drifted to a considerable
depth. This snow oh ast week is the
fifteen on record for the win-
ter and the aggregate snowfall is 84
inches. This last snow has assured
an abundant supply oi water for farm-
ing and grazing purposes and will be
of general benefit to the country. No
loss of cattle in the Buelah country is
reported and, in fact, it is said that
the stock remain fat despite all of
the storms of the winter.
The season for starting the water
power sawmills has arrived and mill-me- n
are busy placing orders for their
products. Railroad timber is hi great
demand this spring, but it is said that
the prices are rather low. It is also
said that the government prices for
timber are too high for the mllhnen
considering the price ot lumber. Pri-
vate holdings on the Sapello are fur-
nishing much of the timber this
spring.
The settlers of Buelah are pleased
with the Idea of the location of the
national game reserve In the Pecos
forest and they think it an ideal place
for the many wild animals that are
nearing extinction. They are desir-
ous of having some of the black deer
of Arizona placed on the reservation
as this would place three distinct
kinds in the reserve.
State of Ohio, cltjtfef Toledo,
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only afprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
It Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
i ii i.i JUk on
ILL 'W tr"
which is really a food-drin- k made of wheat, contains not only
the elements which nourish the body, but also the Phosphate
of Potash (grown in the grain) required by Nature for building
and maintaining a clear, healthy brain.
A change to Postum 10 days has shown many a way to
steer their lives into a course leading to health, happiness and
sometimes dollars.
"There's a Reason"
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath
that he is senior partner of the firm
of F. J. Cheney ft Co., doing business
in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for oach and every case of
Catarrh that cannot le Mired by the
use of HALL'S CATVPSH LURE
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of De-
cember, A. D 1S86.
(Seall A. W. G LEAS ON.
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Core Is taken inter-
nally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY ft CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 76c.
Take fall's Family PI"" r
Postum Cereal Company, Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
FINANCIAL PINNACLE THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND lA.tMONGOLS LIVE IN SADDLE
HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
cne orowsy mas, without opening the
door.
Whereupon the seedy-lookin- g young
man, leaning against the door and lift-
ing his voice to a howl, replied:
"I called up my wife on the long-distanc- e
telephone last night and told
ber why I had not returned. I gave
her a perfectly good excuse. And now
I can't remember what It was!"
Tests of j
Friendship
f BE Offfc j
1
WANT j
G O L V M N j
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A 3. P. O. ELKS Meet aeoond aM
fourth Tuesday evening of
month at O. R. C. hail. VialOa
brothers are cordially invited. Oe
H. Hunker. Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.
A. M. Regular com-
munication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting broth-er- a
cordially Invited.
Cruelty to Animals.
Brian G. Hughes, whose practical
Jokes so often delight New York, said
at a recent dinner at the Plaza: "I
don't mind practical Jokes on human
beings, but when it comes to animals
I draw the line.
"Two artists were once bragging to
each other. 'I painted up a lump of
There Is a general idea that friend-
ship is chiefly tested by adversity, that
it is easy to retain our friends when
things go well with us, but that they
ire likely to be driven off by our trou-
bles. This is such an obvious and
rheap cynicism, it has been expressed
in so manv tongues, has so often been
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS Secretary.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
. . NO. 804. Meete second and fouri
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pionesaid the srystallised
Into proverbs or fables tne
when I world over, that it hardly seems worth
pig iron to look like cork,'
first artist, 'and. by Jove,
Five cente per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LA 8 VEQA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2, bullding. Visiting members are
Russia's New Proteges Are Likely to
Become Nation of Legless
People.
The Mongols, Russia's new proteges
and subjects to be, are quite a differ-
ent race of mankind from the Chi-
nese, Manchus. Russians or Japan-
ese, aaya the Manchester (England)
(luardlan.
Every Mongol (even the women,
who all ride astride) is a horseman,
find so used is he to spending his
whole active life on horseback that
practically he has lost the use of his
legs tor walking purposes, and shuf-
fles along only a few yards at a time,
incumbered by his heavy skin cloth-
ing, on limbs shriveled by disuse and
by grasping the horse and crooked
Trom the habit of riding extremely
high in very short stirrups.
The Chinese have always applied
the graphic terms "horseback states"
(to the Huns, Turks, Avars and Mon-
gols, who are practically all varieties
of one people, and have always ex-
tended from the Yalu to the Volga.
They are, and always have been,
Grass and water are their only
"property" and absolute need, for
Ihey are, tribe for tribe, invariably ac-
companied on the move after pasture
by thousands of horses, cattle, goats,
sheep, camels never pigs.
Thus from ancient times they have
always been In a position to send 200,-00-
to 500,000 horsemen rapidly to
any point; mountains and big rivers
are the only serious obstacles; at a
O. K- -diallv invited. W. R. Tipton,No ad to occupy lees space than two
II nee. All advertisements charged
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-
ular conclave second Tues-
day in each month at Ma E. P. Mackfl.
F. 8
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advance preferred.
threw it in the East river it floated.'
"No," said Mr. Hughes, "there
was no harm in that. But listen to
the second artist. He said, with a
cruel, unfeeling laugh; 'I painted a
lump of pig iron once to look like a
roast of beef, and my dog ate three-quarter- s
of it before he discovered
his mistake.' "
Boucher, 8. C; Cha. Tamme. Re
The Advance Agent Our perform-
ance reaches the highest pinnacle of
dramatic art
Dramatic Critic Pretty strong
statement
The Advance Agent Oh I no. We
are getting $5 a seat
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMEBIC
Meet In the forest tof brotherly
love at Woodmen of the Wori
hall on the second and fourth Fri
oorder.
LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
ARCH M 80 N S Regular convoca
repeating. But one notable thing is
usually overlooked that it does not
apply to friendship at all. It applleB
only to Imitations of friendship.
It is the very nature of true friend-
ship to thrive best in an atmosphere
of trouble. Assuming that we are sin-
cere, we all know that we are never
drawn so closely to a friend as when
be is in difficulties and needs us. It is
easy to be his friend then, because
that is Just the condition that friend-
ship loves; it is far more difficult to
be his friend whn he is prosperous
and seems to have no need of us.
It may seem that this friendship in
adversity is a very noble thing; cer-
tainly there may be much beauty,
much tender and loving
service in its manifestation. But let
us not flatter ourselves too easily.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. uiaj
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vistt-in-
g
neighbors are especially w
come and cordially invited.
LONG SERMON tion first Monday in each
month at Masonic Tem-
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
Brlnegar, Secretary.
Even If It Isn't Leap Year.
"Where is the Isle of Man, pa?"
"I'm not sure, my son, but I know
that the aisle of woman is the one by
which she drags a man up to the DENTISTS.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2.
RAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E-The Italian Soldier Under Fire.These Italian soldiers were a new
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Dentist
Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phoM
at office and residence.
Wanted
pinch raw meat enough for ten days' experience to me. For sheer
unemo-campalg- n
can be "cooked" on the tional daring I have never seen any-rapi- d
march by placing it between the thing to equal the behavior of the Ital-
-
and mark
WANTED Experienced sewing girl.
S. Meets first and third Fridays In
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.
Also one for housework. Mrs. Da ATTOKNEY8Iff lddle and the sweating horse.
vis, 414 Columbia.
The trouble of a friend makes Its
appeal to our vanity; we feel that we
are needed, and this is always a grati-
fying knowledge; we feel that we are
of importance and that is ever a pleas-
ure to our self-estee- But when
this vast movable force should be
virilized again under Russian suprem-
acy thero are those who say that
nothing in Asia can resist it.
WANTED To buy, yearling or two- -
HUNKER A HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker Chester A. Hunhee
Attorneys st Law.
Las Vegas, New Mertee.
year-ol- d steers. F. J. Wesner.
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1,
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIA8 MeetsFer RentSOMETHING NEW IN FINANCE every Monday eve-
ning in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
PHYSICIAN'S
Ian soldier under fire, you,
heavy fire. They are, as a whole, a
splendid body of men from the point
of view of physique and discipline.
Much more than this can be said, how-
ever. The good spirits and earnest-
ness and other good soldierly qualities
of these men can only be spoken of in
terms of highest praise. "Chummy"
Is the word I must use to describe the
relationship and feeling existing be-
tween officers and men, and under
such conditions where each Is so es-
sential to the other a wiser policy can-
not be adopted Frank J. Magee, In
Metropolitan.
SHIP GETS STRANGE ORDER
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
sverything Is well with our friend, ap-
parently he has what he wants and
is independent of us. Naturally, that
is a time when shams of friendship
flourish, for their aim is to get. and not
to give; true friendship's aim is to
get by giving.
Of course the difference in our
friend's condition is really only super-
ficial; he truly needs our friendship al-
ways, as much in prosperity as in trou-
ble. But we are disconcerted by ap
518 Columbia avenue. 6t cordially Invited.
C'uas. E. Liebsoh- -
FOR RENT One of the best resides nler, Cha n e e 1 1 o r
oes in old town. One block to Plaza.Mrs. Collier Down (In church during
the sermon) Don't you think the high healthy rooms, warm In winter,
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.
preacher Is a polished speakerT
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of diseases, but
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office: 536 Grand Avenue.
Residence: 705 Sixth Street
nice and cool in summer. The In
vestment and Agency Corporation
Mr. Collier Down (wearily) Yes;
but it looks to me as though he's
never going to be a finished one.
FOR RENT 5 room house on hill FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
electric lights, good location, rentOUTCLASSED
cheap. Phone Purple 5301 or West
ern union Telegraph company.
pearances ; if we ever draw away from
him, cool toward him, It is when he is
In the sunshine, not when the clouds
are around him. His prosperity may
alienate us; his trouble calls us back
to him. And this fact should cause
us a very limited pride. Our attitude
in his prosperity is the real test.
We may therefore say that a man's
prosperity Is the greatest trial of his
friends that is, of his true friends.
It ought to be true that friendship
shares the Joys as well as the sorrows
of life, but in the case of the Joys the
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock. Visiting members are
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
LOCAL TIME CARD
EAST BOUND
Obeys Mysterious Message on Slate
and Rescues People Prom
Sinking Vessel.
Robert Dale Owen is our authority
tor the following story:
"The mate of a bark which was sail-
ing sou'westwards across the banks of
Newfoundland was in the cabin work-
ing out the vessel's course when he
noticed a man sitting at the other end
of the table busy writing on a slate.
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
921 Lincoln avenue.
Arrive mnmn
No. 2 9:10 p. m. 9:15 p. svFor Sale
Incident That Proves That the South-
ern Negro Has a Good Head
for Business.
George M. Bailey, whose editorial
paragraphs in the Houston Post are
known all over the country, believes
that the southern negro has a good
head for business and finance.
"Rastus," said Bailey, In upholding
his claim, "was an old darky JVho
worked two acres of land on ft big
plantation, and got his foodstuffs from
the big commissary which eupplied
everything to the tenants. Rastus,
having poor land as his share, was
continually in debt, because he could
never raise enough cotton to pay off
his bill at the store. There came a
season, however, when cotton grew
and flourished on Rastus' acres, and,
when the storekeeper measured up
he cotton he told Rastus:
" 'You've got nine dollars coming to
you.'
" 'Look hyuh, white man!' exclaimed
TJastus. 'Go back dar an' look at dem
books ag'In. You don' owe me no nine
dollars.'
"The clerk complied, and returned
with the statement that he had been
mistaken, and that Rastus still Owed
the store nine dollars.
" 'Now you talkin' sense,' said Ras-
tus contentedly. 'Come on back hyuh
an' give me a atrip ob bacon.'
"You see," explained Bailey, "that
old fellow knew that as long as he
kept in debt to the store they would
give him credit, and he was afraid
that if he ever got out of debt the
store might refuse him credit the next
time he asked for It. Hence his pleas-
ure because of his financial difficulty."
Popular Magazine.
FOR SALE Good team of mares in
foal, suitable for all kinds of farm
No. 4....11:06pm 11:10 p.m.
No. 8 1:15 a. m 1:25 a. as
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m 2:10 p. as.
WE8T BOUNli
tcin 1 n m 1:4a D..SJL
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. o. of B B. Meets every first
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. VlBiting brothers are
corK:.Uy invijpd Isaac Appel,
President; Charles Greenclay,
work, or will trade for cattle. ,T. A
Raycroft, Watrous, N. M.
FOR SALE 50 large laying hens, also No. 3 6:10 a. m 6:15 P- -
No. 7 4:40 p. m 4:50 p. n
No. 9 6:35 p. m 7:00 p. n
30 friers. Mrs. Robert Rainey,
Phone Main 292.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
sharing Is more difficult. It is not dif-
ficult to go about seeking pleasure to-
gether, to travel, to have a good time
together; it is not difficult to share
each other's love of art or music or
literature or science. Comradeship in
these things may become very close,
very stimulating and satisfying; but
mere comradeship, good fellowship is
not quite enough for friendship.
Can we be truly glad when our
friend is doing better than we are
in any one of these pursuits, when he
succeeds, while, perhaps, we are do-
ing poorly, when he wins applause
that is denied us? Is it not easy to
think that his success is a little be-
yond measure and ours is a little be-
low? Or if fortune comes to him as it
has never come to us; if riches are
poured into his hands, so that he can
gain whatever money will purchase
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; Davidbabv chicks, $12 ner 100. Orders
Thinking it was the captain, he paid
no further attention, but presently,
looking up from his calculation, he
saw the man suddenly disappear.
"Startled, he went across, picked up
the slate, and found written on it,
'Steer to the northwest.'
"He called the captain. The writing
was certainly not that of any of the
crew, and eventually it was decided to
obey the strange order. The vessel
was put In a course and
a man stationed at the masthead to
keep a sharp lookout.
"In a few hours they sighted ice,
and amongst it, in an almost sinking
condition, a big ship. They reached
her Just in time to save her people.
Among them was a passenger whom
the mate recognized as the stranger
who had written on the slate.
According to the other passengers,
this man had been in a deep sleep or
Flint, chief of records and collectorfilled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev
ens, Humboldt, Kan. of wampum. Visiting brother at
Backache Almost Unbearable
Is an almost certain result of kidney
trouble. D. Toomey, $0 K. Oliie St.,
Bloomlngton, 111., says: "I suffered
with backache and pains in my kid-
neys which were almost unbearable.
I gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial,
and they done wondeis for me. To-
day I can do a hard day's work and
not feel the effects." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug fo.
wyas welcome.
FOR SALE Choice setting Plymouth
Rev. Dr. Thirdly Ananias was the
greatest liar ever known.
Mr. Thompson (proprietor of a
fake Say, he wasn't one,
two, six with my ad writer.
Rock and White Wyandotte eggs.
1030 Fifth street. Oscar E- - Burch. I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday evening at
It you want to get the want youNOT WHAT SHE WANTED their hail on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially invited to atwant to get, you want to get yourand do whatever he has a mind to;
want in a want getter. The Optlo
wants you to get the want you want
Chamberlain's Cougl Remedy has
won its great reputation and exten-
sive sale by Its remarkable cures of
coughs, colds and cfmp. It can be
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all
trance at the hour at which the inci-
dent had taken place."
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
to get. Try the ' Want AOs" ana see
druggists. J
USEFUL EDUCATION rUH GIRLS
English Idea is to urounu ......
Is it then so easy to remain his loyal
and devoted friend, assuming that we
are far above any desire to sponge
upon his wealth? Can we bring our-
selves, in proper spirit, to accept his
help instead of having the proud Joy
of giving help? Are we not liable to
imagine an air of superiority in him?
Our very self-respe- renders us sen-
sitive, quick to be hurt, apt to imagine
that his prosperity has changed our
friend for the worst. It may be pos-
sible that it has; which proves that he
never needed our friendship more. For
prosperity Is the supreme test of a
man, because its tendency is to ener-
vate and weaken; adversity rouses
Masterpiece Gone to Waste.
The very seedy looking young man
made his way with difficulty down the
corridor on the ninth floor of one of
New York's best hotels, Bays the Pop-
ular Magazine, and knocked loudly at
his friend's door. Anguish was writ
ten on his face and wrinkles on his
clothes. He was a walking sign of
what it meant to spend a hard night.
"What's the matter?" called out the
sleepy friend.
"Matter? It's a tragedy, a death,
the end of all things ruination and
grief!"
"Well, what It Is?" lazily inquired
Thoroughly in practical uoam
of Everyday Life.
The Enellsh lri Is In a fair way to Crystal Ice Co
Legal Length of Hatpins.
Any woman that appears in public
in the state of Michigan wearing a
hatpin that is more than 10 inches
long is guilty of a felony and may be
fined 1500, imprisoned for two years,
or both. George Lord, of Detroit, is
the author of this law, introducing it
as an amendment to the law forbid-
ding the carrying of dangerous weap-
ons. He thought It would be taken as
a Joke, but it was taken so seriously
that it passed both houses without a
dissenting vote.
be made wiser, if not happier, since
an Englishman, evidently deeming
himself competent in the matter, has
undertaken to instruct her in the Pure Ice
practical details of everyday me, nav-in-
established a school for that
PHONE MAIN 227The pupils at this oaa lnsutuuoa
and rallies all that is strongest in us.
Selfishly, we like our friend to be
worse off than we are; to be in need
of our better natures. The good things
cling to us; it is merely a perversion
of our better natures. The good things
in us may so easily be wrongly em
are taught how to alight irom an
electric "tram" without endangering
their own safety and that of pedes-
trians. They are taught how to openLadv (to Rallor who is trying toCHAS. LEWIS sell her a parrot) Does it swear? window and put up a shade in a
Sailor Does it? Say, lady, thatployed. The true friendship, becausethe more unselfish, may be shown bird had the captain of the ship beatwhen our friend does not appear to
railway carriage; what kind of shoes
their health andto wear to conserve
comfort, and when to wear them, and
how to fill a fountair pen.
to a whisper.need us, when he can give to us rath
er than wo to him. It Is not always
HARD LUCKmore blessed to give than to receive;
sometimes the position is reversed.
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home. Stylish and Up-to-da- te
Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
Besides which there are more ways of
giving than one, and the prosperous
friend may really be In sore want of
WILL DOLL BUILDING603 LINCOLN
our sympathy, our tender affection and
counsel; he may also long for our ac-
ceptance- of that which it will be a
Joy to him to expend upon us. To
give nobly Is a very fine thing; It is
an equally fine thing to accept, nobly.
In addition, instruction Is given in
the art of folding clothes, both men's
and women's, the proper method of
doing up umbrellas and trimming
lamps, of opening packing cases and
tin cans, and of driving nails and pull-
ing corks, to say nothing of the cor-
rect method of lighting fires, or, as
the British say, of "building" them.
Other courses embrace instruction
In the care and feeding of dogs and
other animals, to show, for instance,
why it is wrong to give dogs chicken
bones.
The theory of sanitation is also
taught, and practical demonstrations
are accorded of the effect of grease
on the linings of pipes, and the rea-
sons for keeping it as far as possible
out of sinks.
Lectures are given on the prices of
all household things, and the quantity
required for stated numbers of per-
sons.
Every girl in the school must have
a pocket, since purse-carryin- g in the
hand is strictly forbidden.
RETAIL PRICES
Ibe. or More, tao Delivery 20e per 100 lb.
Jt is easy to be true to our friend
when he is in trouble, when he is
down, when others fly from him, when
others despise and neglect him. The
response to such a call is one ofi.ooe Ike. to tOM lbs. Each Delivery 25c per 10 lb
Classified ads. search out the?people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moat
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would neverhear of your property unless it were advertised here
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper,(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobil5
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
sort, and musical instruments. any
A.s the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the find rs of thebest markets!
Jack When I proposed to Miss Bill
friendship's deepest Joys. But in times
when we can do nothing for him,
when he makes no claim upon us,
when he is in the sunshine and all
things go well with him It is then
that the sifting of our friendship
comes. If we can pass the test of his
prosperity we need not be much afraid
of his adversity. This is what Is meant
to be hla friend through thick and
thin.
20f ibe. to 1,00t lb Eaoh Delivery 80c per 10. I km.
M lbs. to 200 Ibe Each Delivery 40o per 100 lb.
Lee. Than SO lbs. Each Deliver 60c per 100 lbs.
AGU A PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
F mous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
innn she shook her head, but that
wasn't the worst of it.
Tom indeed?
.lack Her old man shook bis fis
uid rai3ed his foot
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.
DO YOU NEED OFFICE
STATIONERY?
The Optic Can Furnish it.
DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS?
The Optic Can Furnish Them.
8
2
ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC
SALE MR. FARMER?
The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book
and Loose Leaf Books Can Al
ways be Obtained of The Optic.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish Vou With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. jt jr
H The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial 3
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery. X X 3
Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.
LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.
The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIN
h I- ' '
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTlS, TUESDAY, MABCH 5, 11&
SIGHT
POSTMASTERS AREEvangeline, Longfellow's
poem In pictures. Photoplay, .Wed-deeda- y
and Thursday.LOCAL NEWS JUST ARRIVEDINVITED TO HELPWE SAVE YOU The Greater Las Vegas Iband will
hold its regular rehearsal this even
ing in the city hall. All members are
urged to be present,
Try a dram of OW Taylor bourbon (Continued From Page One)at the Opera Bar. Our new Spring Line of4 . AThe regular monthly meeting of theUnder Our New SYSTEM
on Youf Groceries
An Average of
16 2--3 PERCENT
Lab Vegas Hospital board was held
this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Evangeline pictured from a drama-
tization of Longfellow's beauUtul Idyll
ot Arcadaia. photoplay, Wednesday
and Thursday.
stance said to other friends who
think 1 ought to be nominated but to
friend (and even foes) who think
1 ought not to be nominated, provid-
ed only I could trust their sincerity,
intelligence and truthfulness. For in-
stance, I have said the same thing
to Secretary Stimson, Secretary Mey
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rj aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course. Joe Nahm, the young
son of Sig
Nahm, who has been ill for some time
time with an attack of pneumonia, is
reported to be considerably improved.
er and Congressman Longworth, who
are supporting Tart; to Mr. Pinchot
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Methodist church will meet tomorroy
afternoon at 2:30 o'clocn at the par-
sonage. All members are urged to
be present and bring their tnimbles.
and to Congressmen Lenroot and
Kent, who are supporting La Follette.
I have said thait to Editors Nelson,
Waldo Rogers, the young son of Mr.
and Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., is report-
ed to be convalescing from the severe
attack of pneumonia with which he
has been suffering for some time.
Van Valkenburg and Wright; 1 prac
Over The Old Cash and Credit System.
Buy a Coupon Book
And Save an Additional 2 Per Cent
The Advantage of Having a Book, is You Save Money.
You Always Have The Change.
for What Goods you PurchaseYou can pay, With our Coupons,
at the Store, or pay our Drivers at your House when the Goods
are Delivered. They are used the Same as Oash and we
pay Cash on Demand for them.
tically said that to the entire Aldlne
club democrats, republicans, every
REGAL SHOES
Are Here
We Can Show You Any Size or Width in all The New
REGAL MODELS
InButton and Bals, of Bo.h Black and Tan.
We are Sole Agents in Las Vegas for This Make of Shoes
And Wish to Call Your Attention to The Fact That You Can
Buy a Pair of REGAL SHOES of us at the Same Price You
Pay For Them at The Regal Shoe Stores in The East.
FORIYOUR NEXT PAIR OF SHOES COME AND SEE
THE REGAL.
M. GREENBERGER.
The board of trustees of the New
Mexico Hospital for the Insane held
its regular monthly meeting this
morning in the office of William E.
Gortner on the Plaza. Business trans-
acted was of a routine nature.
In mentioning an address before the OM
republican county convention yester-
day The Optic announced the speech
was made by N. C. de Baca. The
name should have been M. C. de Baca.
Mr. Baca's in the active
affairs of the republican party is ap-
preciated by all the republicans of
the county.
"I am not and shall not be a can-
didate. 1 shall not seek the nomina
tion, nor would accept if it came to
me as a result of an intrigue. But
I will not tie my hands by a state-
ment which would make it difficult
or Impossible for me to serve the
public by undertaking a great task
if the people as a whole seemed defin
itely to come to the conclusion that I
ought to take it. In other words.
I THE CASH GROCER.
Lorenzo Sena and Joe Gonzales
were arraigned before Judge D. R.
Murray this morning on the charge
of drunkenness. Both pleaded guilty.
Sena was sentenced to 10 days in
the city cooled and Gonzales, whose
first offense it was, got five days. The
two men were arrested by Chief of
Ben Coles, last night They were both
"three sheets to the wind."
as far as in me lies, 1 am endeavor-
ing to look at this matter purely from
the standpoint of the public Interest,
of the interest of the people as a
Benigno Martinez has applied to
the Las Vegas grand board for per-
mission to utilize several acres of
land situate upon the grant and lying
south of the town of Las Vegas. Mr.
Martinez proposes to erect a large
dam upon the tract and irrigate the
surrounding lands. The board is con-
sidering the request at its March
meeting. Other 'business before the
board is of a routine nature.
What do you Enjoy Most for Your Breakfast?
Your Coffee ot Course.
Did it Comes From Stearns?
If not you are Certainly Overlooking a Real
PLEASURE.
John H. Clary, forn-erl- y of Las
Vegas, passed through here last nignt
on train No. 7 enroute from New York
to his home In El Paso. Mr. Clary
was accompanied by his sister, Mrs.
Clair Wilfong of Livona, N. Y., who
will visit her brother In the Pass
City. Mrs. Clary, who has been in
Las Vegas during Mr. Clary's trip
east, joined him here last night. Mr.
Clary was called east by the death
of his father.
whole, and not in the least from my
own standpoint.
"If I should consult my own pleas-
ure and interests I should most em-
phatically and immediately announce
that I would under no circumstances
run. I have had all the honor that
any man can have from holding the
office of president. From every per-
sonal standpoint there is nothing for
me to gain either in running for the
office or in holding the office once
more, and there is very much to lose."
When Mr. Roosevelt reached his
editorial office from Oyster Bay to-
day he found several politicians wait
Coffee has been Regarded by the Chemist for theOURBOARD OF HEAL TH as a Product of the Highest
Grade. And has Accordingly been Placed with Exhibition of
PURE FOODS, a Position of Honor Which it Merits.
The De Luxe is the name chosen
for the new restaurant on Douglas
avenue in the room formerly occu-
pied by the Merchants cafe. After
examining 70 names proposed by pat-
rons of the place the committee, com-
posed of E. G. Murphey, C. H Bally
and Harry' Wenger, announced the se-
lection of the name De Luxe. Albert
That only the hardest kind of work
enabled him to avert serious losses
to his sheeD herds during the heavy
, il MR. MERCHANT
W lL yv'10 are duuu'I j about Electric Advertising.aammmmmmw yV Customers follow the light,r PuJ UP an Electric Sign andk ',ave yUT vv'ndws lighted
JLi jf Y by our special low flat rate.V WE FURNISH CiniilTHE dlUll
Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
snow is the statement of Secundino Ray, The Optic's Associated Press
operator, suggested the name and re
ceived a prize of $5 for his suggestion
TryONE POUND
Of our High Grade Coflee and be Convinced of its
EXCELENT QUALITY.
Romero, who was here yesterday from
his ranch at El Cuervo. Mr. Romero
said he lost but two sheep. Some of
his neighbors were not so fortunate
but' their losses were not heavy. In
coming to town Mr. Romero passed a
large herd. Though its owner was
striving desperately to feed the anim
When the board of county commis-soner- s
met this morning in regular
session for March a large number of
men who acted as Judges and clerks
ing to see him. John T. Murphy of
Philadelphia, brought him the latest
reports from Pennsylvania. William
Allen White, the Kansas editor; J.
R. Wynne, who was assistant post-
master general in the Roosevelt ad-
ministration, and Elon Hooker, treas-
urer of the Roosevelt New York City
committee also talked with him.
of election and registration for the
als and prevent their death many of
them were dying.
first state election were present and
asked that they be paid their fees.
They were assured that the board in-
tended paying them for their servicesThe basketball contest between theJ. H. STEARNS
GROCER
teams representing the Senior and
Business Men's classes of the Y. M. Jefferton Reynolds President .
Texas is for Teddy
Fort Worth, Tex., March n By a
vote of 37 to I, the candidacy of ColC.
A. for the championship of the as E. D. Raynolds Vice President HaBett Reynolds Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
at the earliest possible time and that
the reason for the delay had been
on account of a lack of funds. It
was announced, however, that pay-
ments would be begun this evening,
the men from the country precincts
receiving itheir warrants first while
those who officiated in the city pre
sociation league, which was an-
nounced for Friday night, has been onel Roosevelt was endors"d today
by the Texas state republican exepostponed until Saturday, March 9.
ANTICIPATE
cutive committee. Supporters of
Taft thereupon decided to carry their
fieht before the voters by some
There are several Business Men who
would be unable to be in the line
up for Friday night and a team of
method yet to be worked out.substitutes would have to defend the
FIRST NATIONAL BANKBusiness Men's right to the cham-pionshi- nof the league. Interest in
cincts will be obliged to wait until the
last. The cost to tne county of the
election last November was heavy and
It was not- - until recently that suffi-
cient money was available to pay the
judges and clerks. The commission
The funeral of Mrs. A. J. Peppard,
who died Sunday morning, occurred
the outcome of the contest is keen
and the game should be one of the
best basketball contests of the season. this afternoon at 2 o'clock from tiieers expected to be busy the greater OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
part of the day. Peppard residence, 716 Eighth street,
Interment was in the Odd Fellows
Your Furniture
Wants For Spring
We are assembling a large car in Chi-
cago and by having same come in this
car you can .save
ONE-THIR- D
IS IT WORTH WHILE?
cemetery. At the home Rev. N. B. Capital $100,000 SdrpluSi and Undividid'Pkofits $35,000Green, pastor of the First Baptist
church, of which Mrs. Poppard was a
member, officiated. The RebekahsCOMPLETE hile this bank adopts every desirable method of modern bask-
ing, it never loses sight of that essential qualityi Absolute Safetyheld services at the grave.
C. V.
THE BE8T DINNER
Is not complete unless you serve
as a finishing toucn some of Potter's
ice cream. In our factory only the
freshest and best materials are used.
They are combined under the most
sanitary conditions and are the
acme of the ice cream manufacturing
business. Ask for Potter s. Made in
Las Vegas.
Hedgcock, R. L. Houten, J. H. York,
C. S. Rogers, N. B. Rosebury and John
L). Friedenstein were the pallbearers. Interest Paid on Time DepositsMany friends of Mrs. Peppard were inLETfcUS
HAVE YOUR ORDER TODAY
J. C. JOHNSEN&SON PACKAGE attendance at the services and manybeautiful floral tributes were placed
upon the casket.
m COLUNIST RATES 111
Every article contained
in one ol our perfectly
laundered bundles repre-
sents the best results of
cleaning.
The color, finish, in fact,
every minor detail shows
the results of care and
skill.
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice Is hereby given to all tax-
payers in precinct No. 29 of the Coun-
ty of San Miguel, that I will be in
my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be-
tween the hours of 8 a. m., and 6 p.
m., until the 30th day of April, 1312,
to receive returns of all taxable prop-
erty. Those failing to do so within
the specified time will be assessed
by me according to section 4035 of the
compiled laws of 1897 and a penalty
of 25 per cent will be Imposed on
those who fall to make returns.
M. A. SANCHEZ, Assessor.
Per C. H. TEMPLE, Deputy.
000D THINGS
FOR LENT
TO
ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA, MEXICO
AND THE NORTHWEST.
On Sale March 1st. to April 15th.
AT
PHOENIX, LOS ANGELES, SAN DIEGO,TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
SAN tKANMSLU AND INItHMLDIATES.
Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main 81 617 Douglas
FOR SALE A good Cypheris incuba-
tor, 240 eggs capacity. Also good
cream separator. Ackerman Dairy,
124 Commerce street
LIBERAL STOP OVER
MM PRIVILEGE.
Cream Cheese
Camembert Cheese
Pickled Eels
Clams
Lobster, in tin
Lobster, in glass
Deviled Crabs
Bismarck Herring, in mustard
Rollmops
Kippered Herrings
Shrimp, Sardines
Golden Bloaters
Codfish
Mackerel
$25
THE HOUSE OF QUALITY
We Always Have
THE BEST OF EATABLES
The Graaf & Hayward Go.
Store
For Further Information Gall on or Wrile
D. L. BATGILOR ffigo.TO-DA- Y,mm 25c Per Bunch
BOUCHER'S
P. S. Constant Supply of
Southern Fresh Vegetable Subscribe for The Opticfhoat Vcgu 121PERRY ONION & SON507 Slith Strtrt
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
